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TOM CLAEREN X REBELLION: 
A JOURNEY IN THE UAE 

WITH RITZ-CARLTON

For a period of four weeks, Tom Claeren flew to the Middle East with 

Rebellion to live a full high-luxury visit to the UAE throughout the 

multiple luxury hotels of 5-star chain, The Ritz-Carlton, experiencing 

the UAE’s landscape diversity first hand while touring the country 

from one point to the other: Three emirates, four different hotels and 

a singular experience in each one of them. This was, Tom Claeren’s 

4-week journey in the UAE with The Ritz-Carlton and Rebellion.

WEEK 1 | The Ritz-Carlton, Dubai – Where The Journey 
Begins

To see where Tom Claeren’s journey in Dubai begins, we need to 

head to the popular Walk at JBR, where the Mediterranean meets 

the Persian Gulf in a luxury resort facing the sea’s splendors and a 

wealth of culinary experiences to delight. Soothing promenades 

by the beach shores, endless hours of peace, sun and refreshing 

coconut water, dreamy balcony breakfasts at dawn with exclusive 

views to the sea and a variety of facilities were key to recharge his 

energies for the upcoming adventures. 

As part of his first week, Tom experienced a glimpse of life in the city,  

the sea and the desert at its highest, accompanied at all times by his 

Rebellion watches to keep track of time.

His first experience in the hotel begun with Tom and his unbeatable 

Rebellion ‘RE1-2.0’ in a day of jet-ski by JBR’s shore surrounded by 

the city’s mesmerizing landscape. 

If Dubai is known for one thing that’s its wide range of luxurious 

cars riding through the city’s streets. Lamborghinis, Ferraris, Aston 

Martins, etc., an endless list could be made. That’s why, Tom couldn’t 

experience the city lifestyle without experiencing their striking 

carriages. Discovering the city in a Lamborghini is a true definition of 

living the full Dubai experience.

LUXURY LIFESTYLE
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To close the first week, Tom experienced a first bit of the 

desert with an exclusive trip to a desert near Dubai where 

adventure was present at all times. Boogies, quads, wild 

and sandy landscapes and Rebellion’s ‘Predator Chrono’ 

highlighted Tom’s first contact with the UAE’s desert.  

WEEK 2 | The Ritz-Carlton, Dubai International 
Financial Centre – A Unique Sight Of The   To 
Remember

From the beach’s calming scenario, Tom stepped into the 

city lifestyle by lodging into The Ritz-Carlton’s luxury hotel 

in Dubai’s International Financial Centre. In one of the best 

localizations in town, surrounded by the sultriest offers of 

restaurants, variety of nightlife and with the most impressive 

views of Dubai’s skyscraper skyline, Tom Claeren got to 

experience the best of both worlds: Dubai’s city enchants and 

Ritz-Carlton DIFC’s five-star amenities. 

During this week, Tom, as any other visitor to the city, had to 

get the experience of seeing the world’s tallest building: the 

Burj Khalifa, but not just like any other tourist. In this case, 

Tom got the chance to experience Dubai’s mesmerizing city’s 

skyscraper landscape with its iconic building standing out by 

the Index Tower’s rooftop with Dubai at its feet. An exclusive 

way of visiting the striking Burj Khalifa.

LUXURY LIFESTYLE
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WEEK 3 |The Ritz-Carlton, Ras Al Khaimah – Life In The 
Desert: Air Balloons, Boogies and a Break from the City 

The real of insight of the true Middle Eastern origins is found in the 

desert, and on this third week Tom decided to live the country’s 

origins by diving into the Al Wadi desert and staying at The Ritz-

Carlton’s resort in Al Wadi’s desert. 

Situated at the north of Dubai in another different Emirate, Al Wadi 

desert’s resort invites guests to connect with the real nature and 

culture of the country amid the beauty of a protected preserve. 

Luxury villas inspired by Bedouin architecture, private outdoor pools 

and breathtaking views make of this the most unbelievable desert 

experience of them all, not to mention the exciting experiences that 

come with it. 

Exciting and unique boogie and camel rides in the dunes, exquisite 

lunches with delightful cuisines from around the world, private 

archery lessons, dreamy balloon rides at dawn and stargazing 

evening dinners with bonfires in the middle of the desert were part 

of Tom’s adventurous week in Ras al Khaimah’s desert, where he got 

to live the life of the desert in all its luxurious splendor. 

LUXURY LIFESTYLE
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As part of anyone’s trip to Abu Dhabi, Tom visited the iconic 

monument of the building to get a glimpse of Islamic culture at 

Sheikh Zayed’s Grand Mosque and wrap up his journey in the UAE. 

Just a few minutes away from the hotel’s accommodation, this 

iconic landmark filled with astonishing architecture wonders 

lies in the heart of the city bringing different people from various 

cultures around the world together in one place. For this visit, Tom 

experienced an insight of the mosque’s history and culture with 

Rebellion’s ‘Predator 2.0’ timepiece.

WEEK 4 | The Ritz-Carlton, Abu Dhabi – Concluding the 
Journey in the Capital City

There’s never a complete trip to the UAE if you don’t visit the UAE’s 

capital city: Abu Dhabi. To conclude his journey through the UAE, 

Tom drove to the south-east of the UAE to visit the island of Abu 

Dhabi.

Hosted at The Ritz-Carlton Abu Dhabi, Grand Canal, Tom got to 

experience in just one place the best of the city and the 5-star 

hotel: the enchanting sunrises over Al Maqta Creek and the 

mesmerizing sunsets illuminating the iconic Sheikh Zayed’s Grand 

Mosque while delighting into the delectable dishes of local and 

international cuisines of the hotel’s fine restaurant offer.   

LUXURY LIFESTYLE

Tom Claeren  |  www.tomclaeren.com 
Instagram @tomclaeren  |  @rebelliontimepieces
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LUXURY LIFESTYLE

Tom Claeren  |  www.tomclaeren.com 
Instagram @tomclaeren  |  @rebelliontimepieces

http://www.tomclaeren.com
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JEFFREYS INTERIORS

Based in a Georgian townhouse in the heart of Edinburgh’s 

Stockbridge neighbourhood, the ten strong team of design 

professionals at Jeffreys Interiors are renowned for their bold 

designs, intelligent and functional choices, and playful sense of 

colour and proportion.

Entering on the ground floor, you are taken into Jeffreys Interiors 

award-winning retail showroom. Following the layout of a traditional 

home, you can walk through curated room sets and purchase pieces 

sourced from the forefront of the design industry, including Tom 

Faulkner, Julian Chichester, Porta Romana, and William Yeoward, 

as well as an ever changing collection of unique accessories and 

artworks.

Downstairs, you’ll discover the design studio – a warren of 

interlinked offices, presentation areas, and creative working space 

with expansive fabric and wallpaper libraries. Recent projects 

include full townhouse designs in Edinburgh, a stately home 

renovation in East Lothian, and a commercial wedding venue and 

hotel in Northumberland.

No visit to Edinburgh is complete without a visit to Jeffreys Interiors 

and the adjacent insta-famous Circus Lane, however, if you aren’t 

in the area, they travel nationally and work remotely to deliver your 

scheme. Review the portfolio and get in touch via the website.

www.jeffreys-interiors.co.uk

LUXURY INTERIORS

exceptional Interior design. 
From lands end to john o’groats.

Call us. 0131 247 8010
8 North West Circus Place, Edinburgh EH3 6ST

www.jeffreys-interiors.co.uk 

http://www.jeffreys-interiors.co.uk
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LUXURY INTERIORS

A STEP INTO A 
HAVEN OF LUXURY

An $8.5 million Modern Classic Villa

Our imagination is all we need to boost and dreams and make 

them real. This same statement works for every aspect of our 

life, especially when it comes to Interior Design lovers who are 

passionate about making the impossible into a reality. Build one of a 

kind homes and aiming higher with each design.

Every home has a story to tell and hearts to conquer. This one is no 

different from that.

Prepare to open the gates to a Luxury Modern Classic Villa you need 

to be thought possible. Until now.

This secluded villa is the first of a series of luxury houses created 

by Covet House to inspire professionals and design lovers to new 

heights in this new era.

With 500M2 and an $8.5 million price tag, this mansion in Russia 

presents elegant bespoke interiors with a modern classic touch, 

and a perfect balance between statement handcrafted pieces and 

modern neutral, functional elements.

The result? A very comfortable home fit for the modern luxury lifestyle.

The Entryway to a Luxury Living Room

The entryway has a high-ceiling and reflective surfaces that will 

provide you a wider feel to the house. Its true play on marble with 

exquisite and refined touches with the L’Chandelier from Boca do 

Lobo as the masterpiece that drops from the ceiling with so much 

class and style. After we catch our breath from the luxurious hall we 

meet the heart of the house: The Living Room.

15The Art of LuxuryIssue 46 2021
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The Living Room was designed with every detail, carefully 

thought out to fulfill a powerful aesthetic, but also a 

comfortable, contemporary, and high-end setting.

With a view to the perfect snowy field in St. Petersburg, 

the high ceiling windows provide a source of natural light 

that fulfills and creates the illusion of a wider space and 

complements the lighting pieces like the Newton Suspension 

Lamp by Boca do Lobo. The boiserie in the walls contrasts 

perfectly with the straight lines in the center table or the 

Thomson Sofa by Luxxu, being the perfect antitheses between 

the classic and contemporary approach to the design.

The Kitchen and Dining Room

As we reach the kitchen area it impossible not to notice it’s luxury and 

brilliantly made open space. It’s fully equipped with the latest tech and 

it’s both stylish and color neutral. The bright accent of the kitchen is the 

golden brass details in the lighting accessories, chairs and cabinet. And it 

gives you the perfect view for the dining room.

In a Luxury Modern Villa like this one, the dining deserved some attention 

as well and we transformed into a space where you would want to invite all 

of your friends and family and have a feast. This sophisticated dining area 

has a unique dining table that embodies handmade techniques such as 

wood carving, metal cutting and hammering, and polishing.
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The Kids Bedroom

This kid’s bedroom was very special to built and to decorate. Kids 

always have the wildest spirits and the highest of expectations. They 

dream of adventures and a life full of joy and life. Their bedroom 

should be a space where they can feel all of that and learn at the 

same time. As we enter the space we can not be feeling anything else 

besides amazement.

With the view of the magic snowfield that is happening outside, 

this bedroom was got natural lighting completed by the floor lamp 

Graphic Letter by Circu to bring extra sparkle into space. The Bun 

Van Bed is the star of this large size bedroom. With a custom design 

specially made for this house, the Bun Van inspired by the iconic 

60’s camper van Fillmore from the Disney movie “Cars”, is produced 

in fiberglass with chrome-plated finishes and the inside is made of 

palisander wood veneer, containing several storage compartments, 

a bed, a TV, desk, mini bar, and a sofa. What more can a child ask 

for?It has fun and comfort.

After we looked away from the masterpiece we can also notice the 

Puzzled Bookcase for school tasks that also provides extra storage.

We now give the kids the key to start a new adventure.

Every teen wants privacy and a place where there can relax and 

forget about everything else that is going on in the world.

This modern bedroom was carefully thought and decorated 

with the finest materials. Against the wall wood panel and at the 

center of the bedroom with having the Cloud Bed, with a velvet 

headboard that is completed by the cloud blue nightstand that 

provides extra storage and the Diana table lamp is the perfect 

friend for long night studies or reads. The puzzled bookcase gives 

a teen the storage and the space he needs to develop new works 

and to boost his creativity. And can you imagine the good lighting 

the graphic letter gives for the perfect selfie?
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The Master Bedroom and the Closet

The master bedroom always requires a considerate amount of space 

and a design that stands out from the other bedrooms. This master 

was designed concise and not bright, so that nothing would interfere 

with the rest. The dark walls contrast with the light ceiling and floor, 

just like in the living room, completed by pieces from Luxxu and 

Rug’Society.

The closet is made of premium wood, with open glass doors and 

interior lighting, which is very functional and appealing.

The Office

The Office gained any meaning during the pandemic. We wanted 

this office to be sophisticated and yet a place where you could work 

for hours and still feel comfortable while seating in Charla Small by 

Luxxu. You can notice the use of neutral colors and more strict lines 

in the decoration, the variety of materials and finishes that transpired 

luxury, professionalism, and most of all a modern-style décor.

www.circu.net 
Images: Covet House
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“SUSTAINABILITY IS IMPORTANT TO US, 
WHICH IS WHY WE’VE DECIDED NOT TO 
FOLLOW THE TRADITIONAL SEASONS, 

COLLECTIONS, AND TRENDS.”

The GOMMAIRE brand

Gommaire is a Belgian brand that was established in January 2015 

and is a reflection of the combined ideas and years of experience of 

Gommaire Cleybergh, Bert Verelst, and Laurent De Greef. Gommaire 

represents a timeless collection of indoor and outdoor furniture, 

complemented by an extensive collection of decorative pieces. Each 

item is instilled with an organic accent that is reflected throughout 

the brand as a whole. Nearly the entire collection is the outcome of 

Cleybergh, Verelst, and De Greef’s creative and design talent.

Gommaire – Organic Living is expanding its current collection with 

new indoor, outdoor, and home decor products. The brand remains 

true to its methods and high-quality materials in opting for new 

variations on existing forms. For example, new glassware, woven 

accessories, and a new shade – authentic grey patine – are being 

added to the collection, all of which subtly allude to the current 

collection. New furniture and fabrics will also be making their début 

in the outdoor collection.

Gommaire doesn’t follow the traditional pattern where new 

collections are concerned. The brand represents timeless, 

contemporary classics that transcend trends. “Sustainability is 

important to us, which is why we’ve decided not to follow the 

traditional seasons, collections, and trends. We’re staying true to our 

own path and our own way of working. That means that this isn’t a 

spring collection, but rather an impeccably matched addition of new 

products to the current range,” says Bert, one of Gommaire’s three 

founders.

A new showroom for professionals

Last spring, when the news arrived that 2020’s major interior design 

fairs were all being cancelled, Gommaire stepped up and took 

advantage of the circumstances by giving its Belgian showroom a 

complete makeover and setting up a brand-new virtual showroom.

The ground floor, for example, is now exclusively dedicated to the 

Decoration collection. One of the three inspirational dynamos 

behind the brand, Gommaire, personally finished each of the round 

pedestals by hand to ensure that the showroom items would be 

showcased to their full advantage. The entire top floor was cleared 

out to make room for the indoor and outdoor collections currently 

on display. Professional customers, interior designers, and project 

developers can make an appointment to visit and discover the full 

collection by themselves or accompanied by their clients. 

Explore the virtual showroom on www.gommaire.com/showroom

Bert - One of Gommaire’s three founders
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SUMMER PENTHOUSE
City of Ibiza

Recently finished, this ravishing Summer Penthouse is located on 

the island of Ibiza, in the middle of the Mediterranean Sea.  A “spot” 

very famous by the international elite that frequents and enjoys 

great prestige with regard to the luxury 

real estatemarket.It couldn’t be otherwise -to satisfy the most varied 

requirements that the Architecture & Interior studio OITOEMPONTO, 

composed by the duo of designers Artur Miranda and Jacques Bec, 

was responsible for all the architecture  and interior decoration in 

this project. This duplex apartment is located on the top floor, with 

stunning views of the blue sea in the heart of historic Ibizaisland, in a 

privileged area about 5 minutes’ walk from the city centre and all the 

nightlife. It is a more reserved part of the island, with a private beach, 

almost deserted,where several private boats dock.

The owner is a Businessman, sociable and cosmopolitan, who 

enjoys the nightlife of the city, who regularly  invites  his  friends  

and  family  for  a  drink,  dinner  or  even  to  have  a good time 

in Ibiza.In  the  begging, the apartment consisted of only 1 floor, 

however  the owner also acquired the apartment on the top floor 

and chose to make an interior connection witha staircase. Thus, two 

of the existing rooms were removed and a new division of spaces 

was made.The starting point for this duplex apartment composed 

of 300m2, were the sea views that are evident on both floors and 

transport us to the interior of a boat.

“You really feel like you are in a boat, a yacht.” — Artur Miranda;

“We really wanted to give the impression “Boat Like” — Jacques Bec
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The entrance made from the upper floor is undoubtedly the central point of 

the house - the Living Room with two columns in white lacquer, high gloss that 

support two consoles suspended in marble and that reminds us of sailing. 

The open space Living Room includes 3 different areas: the living area, with 2 

magnificent Vladimir Kagan sofas facing the sea; the TV area, with sofas and 

armchair by Oitoemponto and a Ralph Lauren chair; an entertainment area with 

a fancy Ralph Lauren Bar, Eero Saarien Tulip Table and Platner Knoll chairs, 

making this area very versatile for socializing and even small meals or games. 

On this floor, too, is one of the suites with dressing room and bathroom entirely 

covered in polished white marble.

The overlap of all white lacquers and marbles, contrast with Macassar’s ebony 

finished in matte, that gives us a less urban, but super sophisticated feel. To join 

the two apartments, a spiral staircase was created with two embracing materials, 

Macassar ebony and white lacquer, both matte. The mirrors multiply the space 

allied to the double height.

When we descend to the lower floor, the timeless Capri sofa by Johannes 

Anderson and Berber rugs are the area that precedes the Dining Room. The 

two columns lined with ebony slats and bronze mirrors, in the middle of the 

Dining Room were used to support the large suspended table. An Oitoemponto 

sideboard; Ico Parisi chairs and Serge Mouille lighting. In this area there is an 

open Kitchen, and on this floor, there is another suite and a social bathroom.

The result is a subtle fusion between the tastes of the owners and the 

incomparable talent of this Duo of designers who, over 25 years, have created 

unique spaces, both refined and easy to experience, cheerful and discreet, 

modern and timeless in homes and villages for a while all over the world from 

Europe, Asia, Africa and Brazil.

Porto | Lisbon | Paris 
oitoemponto@oitoemponto.com  |  t +(00)351 226 151 724 
www.oitoemponto.com

http://estatemarket.It
http://Ibiza.In
http://made.The
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CREATORS OF CARPET ART

Zollanvari International carpets embody the spirit of Persian carpet 

design and weaving treasured across the world for more than 2,000 

years.  This profound understanding of the splendour and profusion of 

the Persian weaving aesthetic informs our carpet production, making 

it unique and timeless – qualities that have established the Zollanvari 

name as a global trailblazer in creating carpet art.  Our passion 

has always been for the artistic weavings of the nomadic people of 

southern Persia, where almost all our collections are woven.

With its exquisite patterns and the finesse of its quality, a Zollanvari 

carpet captivates and enhances the beauty of its surroundings.  The 

vibrant colours and timeless designs we create combine perfectly 

with contemporary as well as traditional interiors.  When thoughtfully 

placed, our carpets import a sense of space, vision and form to any 

setting.  Zollanvari’s commitment to the creation of superior quality 

carpets and exclusive designs, at the same time as the preservation of 

the immense Persian heritage of carpet art, not only has established 

the brand in the global marketplace as a leader but has inspired us to 
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LUXURY INTERIORS
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LUXURY INTERIORS

Abitare. In Italian, the meaning of this word refers to style, beauty, 

design, and the home. This word bridges the gap between 

functionality and quality; these aspects are a necessity when it comes 

to luxury furniture design. It can be difficult to design furniture that 

marries the concepts of comfort and elegance. Abitare has joined 

these concepts together, resulting in high quality, beautifully crafted 

pieces that will transform your interior space.

When you bring a piece of furniture into your home, it needs to reflect 

your style, your personality and your interior design. The Abitare 

mission is to deliver divine products that will suit every home and 

every individual. In the heart of Wigan, our shop spans a 30,000 square 

foot superstore that houses the finest designers and the friendliest 

team of product experts. When you walk through the doors of Abitare, 

you will never be lost for design knowledge and expertise; Abitare is a 

family who welcomes you into a wonderful world of patterns, textures, 

and artistry. Every customer is spoilt for choice when they uncover our 

array of unique designs.

The store is beautifully set out in galleries which are inspired by 

the best that Europe has to offer; we are focused on displaying our 

furnishings in the best settings that we possibly can, so that the 

customer can experience the true qualities of a product before they 

buy it. Each manufacturers gallery displays a myriad of items that you 

can feel, touch, and appreciate the quality of the designs for yourself. 

Abitare strive to create a welcoming, homey atmosphere for our 

customers to relax in. Creating a comfortable space in our store will 

help our clients to imagine how our luxury furniture pieces would work 

in their own homes.  With furnishings for every room in the house, 

our amiable, warm, and knowledgable staff are always on hand to 

guide you through a home renovation. Building relationships with our 

customers is key to our success, we just love to sit down for a coffee 

and chat about your inspired ideas for your interior design.

Although we may be closed to the public, we are still working behind 

the scenes in our fabulous showroom. This means you are welcome 

to give us a call or even arrange a zoom appointment to discuss your 

renovation desires. Our online shop is thriving and offers everything 

you could possibly want from the best of our British designs to the 

skilled craftsmanship of our Italian brands. We offer nationwide 

delivery to your home with free UK delivery on all orders over the value 

of £750; we are are also available for click and collect orders. Delve 

into a world of wonderment and dazzling designs with Abitare.

www.abitareuk.com

ABITARE, VERB:  
A PLACE TO LIVE.

www.abitareuk.com

01942 248842

NEW SEASON

NEW LOOK
Start your Abitare UK journey today!

sales@abitareuk.com

GET UP TO

15OFF
%

Abitare is now one 

of the few truly 

independent 

furniture super 

stores in the UK. 

Over the years, the 

30,000 square foot 

store has grown, 

not only in size but 

in the depth of 

ranges that the 

business carries. 

Our sales team are 

instore and ready to 

help with all your 

furniture needs!

Abitare, verb:
A place to live.

http://www.abitareuk.com
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One of the largest ever investments in Montenegro, Portonovi 

boasts 218 residences for sale and of these 50 residences can be 

rented whilst on holiday. Prices start from EUR345,000 for these 

recently completed apartments. In addition to apartments, the 

new village is home to restaurants, wellness facilities, a beach 

club, boutique shops, a world class marina and Europe’s first 

One&Only resort and Chenot Espace Wellness Centre due to 

open in 2021.  

RESIDENCES & ESTATES

Spread across 26 hectares, with 1.8km of coastline, the residential 

village is interspersed with beautifully manicured gardens, sandy 

beaches, striking bronze water features and waterfront promenades. 

Positioned at the entrance of UNESCO World Heritage site Boka Bay, 

Portonovi, a visionary destination by Azmont Investments, is framed 

by dramatic mountains rising from the mirror flat Adriatic Sea.  

The village sits on historic plains once a former military base. Today, 

this history is not forgotten with restored artefacts dating back to the 

20th Century as well as a 16th Century Church.  

IDYLLIC WATERFRONT 
RESIDENCES 

LAUNCH AT PORTONOVI, 
MONTENEGRO 
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RESIDENCES & ESTATES

Marina Residences  

Just metres from the Marina and close to the central square, 

Portonovi’s social hub, sits two five-storey buildings which 

epitomise the best in marine living.  

These finely crafted studios, one, two, three and four-

bedroom apartments incorporate modern touches but stay 

true to the surrounding heritage architecture of Herceg Novi. 

Designed by architects RTKL and Harper Downie, what brings 

them to life is their connection with water; each balcony 

and terrace providing vistas towards the sea while inside, 

natural materials from wood to metal combine for a sleek 

look. Materials used throughout feature classic Montenegrin 

craftsmanship, reflecting the surrounding architecture of the 

Adriatic coast and nearby old towns.

Apartment sizes are generous, with one-bedroom apartments 

providing around 80 square metres of contemporary living 

space indoors and out, while 3-bedroom duplexes boast over 

300 square metres of internal living space and an outdoor 

terrace. Security is meticulous with peace of mind provided 

by card-controlled gates, video surveillance across the entire 

village and 24-hour security.

Ahmet Erentok, Chairman of Azmont Investments said: 

“Portonovi is a unique destination which blends the best 

of our Montenegrin and Mediterranean culture, lifestyle 

and heritage. Whether you are a family, savvy investors or 

professional wanting to explore the best of the Balkans, we’ve 

built contemporary homes to suit your lifestyle. Montenegro 

is considered a hidden gem by many but with our world class 

amenities and the arrival of the One&Only resort next year, 

Portonovi and this idyllic country will be on the international 

map. The Marina Residences offers you the chance to enjoy 

life on the new riviera.”  
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Investment 

As Montenegro marches towards EU membership, foreign and 

EU-funded investment in the country has flowed.  Almost EUR3 

billion has been invested in the 10 largest coastal developments, 

giving this part of Montenegro the moniker “the next French 

Riviera”. This has caught this attention of high net worth 

individuals who are attracted to the country’s low corporate tax 

rate. According to Knight Frank 2019 Wealth Report, the number 

of UHNWIs in Montenegro is expected to increase by 36.1 per cent 

over the next four years.   

RESIDENCES & ESTATES

Property transfer tax, inheritance and estate tax are set at a highly 

competitive 3 per cent. This transfer tax compares very favourably 

to many other parts of Europe like Portugal where the rate is 6.5 

per cent and up to 10 per cent in Spain. Overall, tax regimes in the 

country are amongst the most competitive in Europe, with a rate 

of 9 per cent being applied to company profits, capital gains and 

personal income. 

Portonovi offers a unique Rental Programme for those wishing to 

attain an income from their waterfront investment. Guests benefit 

from a 24-hour concierge service, in-residence dining as well as an 

expert lifestyle team eager to assist with any queries or requests.  

29The Art of LuxuryIssue 46 2021

RESIDENCES & ESTATES

A Mediterranean Lifestyle 

A community within this Mediterranean village, residents 

within the Marina Residences have everything they 

could possibly desire on their doorstep, from gourmet 

supermarket IDEA, fine dining restaurant Bloom, gelataria 

GODO, an Art Gallery, kindergarten, a bank, beauty salon,   

gymnasium and over 20 private swimming pools.

During the evening, Portonovi comes alive. Maison du 

Monde serves the finest French Cognac while Koffein which 

roasts the best coffee beans during the day transforms into 

an entertainment lounge with regular lives performances 

from jazz singers to DJ sets all against the stunning 

backdrop of the bay and mountains. The perfect setting for 

an evening meal or cocktail. 

An all year destination, Montenegro is perfect for relaxing 

summers on the beach, hiking through the hills in spring 

and skiing during winter. You can also take partake in white 

water rafting along Europe’s deepest canyon, kayaking, 

mountain biking, scuba diving, sailing and kitesurfing.  

Portonovi Beach Club and Marina 

The coastal way of life in Montenegro is relaxed and those living at 

Portonovi can take advantage of the Beach Club. Here, the chicest 

clientele recline on pristine white sun-loungers and hammocks perched 

on the natural sandy beach. Patrons can order ice cold Montenegrin beer, 

expertly mixed cocktails using premium spirits and tasty light lunches. 

During the evening, the catch of the day is served while the sun goes 

down.

The maritime offering continues with Portonovi Marina. Portonovi Marina 

has capacity for 238 berths for yachts up to 120m long. The Marina offers 

a choice of entry points and a sheltered position at the entrance to 

Boka Bay, serving as an inviting stop-off point for superyachts and those 

wishing to explore the Mediterranean and the Dalmatian Islands. 

Unique to patrons is a special Membership Card which offers discounts 

and rewards at retailers across Portonovi. Residents can also use the 

duty-free fuel stations while amenities include electricity supply, showers 

and a laundry service. The border cross at Portonovi allows yacht owners 

to pass customs at the resort if sailing in from Croatia.  
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International Accessibility 

Underground car parking is available for almost 500 vehicles and 

there is use of electric car charging points to encourage green modes 

of transport. While water is a relaxing entry route via the marina, no 

matter where you are in the world Portonovi is easily accessible. The 

resort is a 45 min drive from Dubrovnik International Airport which 

offers direct flights from the UK, Germany and Dubai in season. 

Throughout the year there are also connecting flights from the US, 

Europe and the Middle East, while nearby Tivat Airport offers regular 

flights from Russia and Ukraine. The resort also has a helipad for 

those preferring private charter.   

Sales Enquires 

Studios from: EUR345,000; One Beds from: EUR550,000; Two Beds 

from: EUR975,000 and Three Beds from: EUR1.15 million; Four Beds 

from EUR1.84 million and Sky Villas from EUR7.95 million.  

Tel: +382 31 353 375  |  Email: enquiries@portonovi.com 
Web: www.portonovi.com

RESIDENCES & ESTATES
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|   APHRODITE HILLS RESORT   | 
aphroditehills.com

Buy your forever home in Cyprus, one of the SAFEST COUNTRIES in the world

A unique option for holidays, long term rentals, relocation and investment with homes which stand out 
because of the uncompromising attention to detail, the unique finishes, and the exquisite location.

Choose from a selection of villas all set in an enviable location with remarkable panoramic views towards the Mediterranean Sea 
and the PGA National Cyprus Golf course literally on your doorstep.

Increase the value of your investment:

•  Rental Scheme, increase the investment’s return  •

•  Property Management services maintain the property at its best condition  •

•  Round the clock security and surveillance services throughout the Resort, ensure maximum safety  •

•  Professional guidance and assistance for the Citizenship by Investment and the Permanent Residence Permit programs  •

Proud Host of  the European Tour 2020

mailto:enquiries@portonovi.com
http://www.portonovi.com
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“We are very excited to launch LUX* Resorts & Hotels’ first ultra-

luxury property in China in partnership with owning company, 

Guangxi Daxin Mingshi Yijing Tourism Development Co. Ltd,” 

said Paul Jones, Chief Executive Officer of The Lux Collective. 

“The extraordinary location coupled with world-class facilities 

will provide guests with an exclusive sanctuary to experience 

true luxury – time to enjoy the art of slow travel and to connect 

meaningfully with the local community, culture, food and music.” 

TRAVEL & RESORTS

Accommodation & Design 

The new resort will feature 56 suites and villas with private, river-

facing terraces and plunge pools that open up to the vast natural 

surroundings and tropical forests, with suite sizes ranging between 

80 and 180 square metres.  Conceptualised by Teamer International 

based in Guangzhou, the resort’s architecture and interiors are 

designed to integrate with the natural surroundings, blending 

harmoniously into the unspoiled landscape using a natural colour 

INTRODUCING LUX* 
CHONGZUO, GUANGXI RESORT 

& VILLAS IN CHINA: 
An idyllic riverside resort along overlooking the Karst mountains 

and Mingshi river on the Sino-Vietnamese border
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TRAVEL & RESORTS

palette, stone and wood materials for the furnishings, 

and accents of copper. City dwellers will find 

tranquillity away from the noise and light pollution 

with mood lighting installed in every room and public 

areas to allow guests to experience a star-filled night 

sky once the sunsets. 

Location & Exploration 

Perched on the edge of Mingshi river, LUX* Chongzuo, Guangxi is 

all about that the art of slowing down through riverside living and 

connection with nature. It is less than a two hour drive from the 

Nonggang Nature Reserve, home to the critically endangered white-

headed langurs and a 30 minute drive from Asia’s largest transnational 

waterfall, the world-famous Detian Waterfall. LUX* guests can connect 

with nature by drifting down the picturesque Mingshi River on a bamboo 

raft or explore the great expanse of land on foot or guided bicycle tours. 

Those looking to recharge can take part in a morning yoga or meditation 

class by the water or go for a dip in the glittering 35-metre infinity pool 

that will make you feel like you’re in the river itself.

Dining & Bars

Offering an extensive, varied and high-quality menu, the dining outlets 

will deliver an experience unique to the destination in a creative and 

innovative way, such as afternoon tea aboard a bamboo raft. Led by 

Executive Chef George Qu, who was awarded the title of Excellent Chef in 

the prestigious Cordon Bleu International Culinary Competition in 2018, 

the resort’s two restaurants and three bars include:
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“We are very excited to launch LUX* Resorts & Hotels’ first ultra-

luxury property in China in partnership with owning company, 

Guangxi Daxin Mingshi Yijing Tourism Development Co. Ltd,” 
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TRAVEL & RESORTS

Accommodation & Design 
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CHONGZUO, GUANGXI RESORT 

& VILLAS IN CHINA: 
An idyllic riverside resort along overlooking the Karst mountains 

and Mingshi river on the Sino-Vietnamese border
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that will make you feel like you’re in the river itself.
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• All Day Dining – Located by the river’s edge, the all-day dining 

restaurant serves breakfast, lunch and dinner with a wide variety 

of Chinese, Southeast Asian and Western specialties to choose 

from, either a la carte or from interactive culinary stations 

• Specialty Steakhouse – A cosy, elegant steakhouse presenting 

exquisite dishes with meticulously-sourced meat cuts and a 

selection of fine wines from around the world 

• Rooftop Bar – The outdoor rooftop oasis is the perfect spot to 

wind down in the evenings with craft beers, bespoke cocktails and 

wines alongside small plates 

• Pool Bar – Offering refreshing drinks and snacks next to the 

spectacular 35-metre infinity pool 

• Maison LUX* - Inspired by the quintessential European cafés and 

bars in France and Italy, Maison LUX* serves coffee, homemade 

pastries and artisanal ice cream to perk up after a day of exploring, 

before transforming into a stylish lounge bar in the evenings 

offering aperitifs and digestifs 

Wellness & Fitness

LUX* Me Spa  
Opening in April 2021, LUX* Me Spa will offer an integrated 

wellness concept that incorporates fitness, healing methods, 

new technology, wellness assessment and personalised 

journeys.  Featuring authentic Zhuang-style architecture, 

guests will be able to experience traditional Vietnamese al 

fresco spa treatments secluded by lush greenery 

LUX* Me Fitness 
Equipped with the latest cardio and weight training equipment 

by Life Fitness, the gymnasium provides a panoramic view of 

the resort’s expansive gardens through floor-to-ceiling windows 

PLAY Kids Club 
PLAY has plenty to offer children from 3 to 12 years old. 

Activities designed to keep kids entertained and engaged while 

parents indulge in some alone time with activities such as rock 

climbing and nature-spotting. 

Experience LUX* Chongzuo, Guangxi

LUX* Chongzuo, Guangxi is less than a two hour drive from the 

well-connected Nanning Wuxu International Airport.

Room rates start from £430 per night on a B&B basis

For bookings: stay.cn@luxresorts.com 
For more information, visit: www.luxresorts.cn

TRAVEL & RESORTS

Hotel Eiger | CH-3825 Mürren | Fon +41 (0)33 856 54 54 | www.hoteleiger.com | info@hoteleiger.com

The real luxury 
        is personal care!

a family tradition since 1892
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Travel companies have reported a boom in bookings for late 

summer and autumn from people anticipating receiving their two 

Covid vaccines before Easter* – the over 50’s, and particularly over 

65s, are booking after almost a year of pent-up demand, thanks to 

mass vaccine rollout and the resulting growth in travel confidence.

Hotels are answering to this burgeoning demand with activities 

and tours catering to travelling boomers; whether it’s a bucket-list 

hot air ballooning trip in Turkey, winemaking and truffle hunting 

in Tuscany or a world-class medical wellbeing boost. 

The Bucket List Trip 
argos in Cappadocia, Turkey 

For a bucket list escape to one of the world’s most magical 

destinations, known for its distinctive fairy chimneys, 

honeycombed hills and mystical atmosphere, argos in 

Cappadocia hotel in Turkey offers guests the chance to admire 

the multi-dimensional, natural beauty from 1,000 feet up. Take 

TRAVEL & RESORTS

a sunrise, hot-air balloon journey over Anatolian valleys, scattered 

with archetypal pigeon houses, beautiful vineyards and the peak of 

Mount Erciyes. Those looking for something less daring can explore 

this UNESCO World Heritage Site on a unique Jeep Safari experience, 

where groups of up to 4 people will be taken off-road to the hidden 

valleys and hills of Cappadocia.

Relax after a day of adventure in one of argos in Cappadocia’s rustic 

suites, boasting traditional Turkish crafts and modern furniture, each 

unique in size and design and set within a 2000-year-old network of 

ancient ruins, caves and underground tunnels. When not taking a 

dip in their private pool, there is an idyllic therapy room to unwind 

with spa treatments, the organic Seki restaurant, offering fine dining 

with breath-taking views over Pigeon Valley, and the region’s largest 

wine cellar.

Prices start from €250 (approx. £223) per person for a 60-minute 
flight. For more information please visit  
www.argosincappadocia.com

GOLDEN TRIPS 
FOR SILVER TRAVELLERS
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The Wine-Lovers Trip 
COMO Castello Del Nero, Italy

Hidden amongst the rolling hills of Tuscany, COMO Castello Del Nero 

takes the form of a lovingly restored, twelfth-century castle set within 

a historic, 740-acre estate. Guests can hike or cycle forests and olive 

groves, walk by glistening lakes and towering vistas of vineyards - 

this entire 740-acres is free to roam. Oenophiles can try their hand 

at winemaking with the new Harvest Package - during harvest (Sept 

- Oct) guests are invited to try their hand - or feet - at the traditional 

‘pigéage’ method of making wine with a private, four-hour tour.

The experience starts with handpicking plump grapes from the 

vineyard, before pressing out wine with bare feet. Finish with a 

relaxing picnic of fresh Italian produce and wine, overlooking the 

vistas of vineyards. A private guide will discuss the harvest process 

and creation of Chianti Wine, and guests will receive a bottle of 

estate-made COMO Castello Del Nero wine to take home - the 

ultimate, wine-lovers souvenir. 

The experience starts from £390 for two people. For more 
information or to book visit comohotels.com

The Culture-Vultures Trip 
CAYO Exclusive Resort and Spa, Crete

Opening for its first full season this April, CAYO Exclusive Resort and 

Spa offers unrivalled access to Crete’s tapestry of beaches, historic 

treasures and hilltop villages. Travellers can arrange privately guided 

tours of Elounda, a cosmopolitan bay built on the grounds of the 

ancient city of Olous, and the iridescent isle of Spinalonga – a 

UNESCO World Heritage List nominee, and setting of Victoria Hislop’s 

hit novel, The Island.

Trace the footsteps of the ancient Greeks, before heading back to 

CAYO for a relaxing spa treatment in the design-led Armonia Spa. 

Rituals are inspired by natural ingredients used by the ancient 

Greeks; salt scrubs, olive oil and honey. Perfect for a private escape, 

each of CAYO’s suites houses a private plunge pool and offers 

panoramic views of the surrounding mountains, azure ocean and 

Spinalonga.

Rooms start from £190 per night. For more information or to 
book, visit cayoresort.com

http://www.argosincappadocia.com
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The Spa-Seekers Trip 
Chenot Palace Weggis, Switzerland

After an anxiety inducing time of uncertainty in 2020, those looking 

for a complete detox, restoration of energy, and rejuvenation of 

mind, body and soul can head to Chenot Palace Weggis, the Chenot 

group’s most advanced opening yet on Lake Lucerne, Switzerland. 

Home to an indoor spa and pool, a fitness centre and 97 spacious 

lake view rooms and suites, guests can choose from three signature, 

six-day retreat programmes, including Advanced Detox, Recover 

& Energise, or Prevention & Ageing Well, and all programmes 

are complimented by a bespoke, low-calorie and plant-based 

nutrition plan. Holistic diagnostics help tailor detox programmes 

to the individual and are then used to curate tailor-made lifestyle 

recommendations for guests to follow at home.

Chenot Palace Weggis is a full-service, integrated medical retreat, 

including a world class metabolic and sports laboratory, an 

in-house blood analysis laboratory, a full body cryochamber 

at -110C, antigravity technologies, an altitude chamber and a 

brand-new molecular lab for 2021. Expect treatments such as 

hydro-aromatherapy, manual lymphatic drainage, altitude hypoxie-

therapy, anti-gravity exercise training and body composition 

analysis, and specialised sleeping technology rooms will also 

launch in 2021 where acoustics, light, and bed linen technologies 

which revert body heat back into energy have been scientifically 

interwoven with interior design and architecture to optimise rest.

A seven-night/ six-day programme residing in a deluxe 
double room at Chenot Palace Weggis on the Advanced Detox 
Programme starts from 7,500CHF (approx. £6,150) per person. 
For more information visit www.chenotpalaceweggis.com

The Sailing Trip 
D-Resort Šibenik, Croatia

2021 travellers will be seeking privacy and seclusion more than ever, 

particularly those over-50. Perfect for those looking to avoid tourist 

traps,  D-Resort Šibenik set in one of the Dalmatian Coast’s lesser-

known holiday spots, Šibenik – Croatia’s oldest city with 950 years 

of rich history and natural beauty boasting crystal-clear waters and 

cascading waterfalls – invites exploration of Europe’s hidden gems 

with their new series of private yacht and sailing excursions. With 

an award-winning marina located just steps from the resort, guests 

can embark on guided tours or rent their own motor yacht, for a true 

taste of luxury living. 

Travellers can take a trip to National Park Kornati, known as the 

pearl of the Adriatic Sea with 140 uninhabited islands, numerous 

coves and underwater cliffs perfect for diving, before stopping to 

explore the quiet charm of Prvić Island and a fresh seafood lunch. 

There’s also the option for a day trip to one of the most breath-taking 

and culturally rich places in Šibenik, the 4.4km St Anthony Channel 

with the famed Fortress of St Nicolas before a stopover in Zlarin - a 

small island known for its unrivalled hours of sunshine and unspoilt 

beauty with olive trees, pebbled beaches and unique red corals. 

Room rates start from €135 (approx. £120) per night, based on 
two people sharing. For more information please visit  
www.dresortsibenik.com
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The Multi-Generational Trip 
Emerald Maldives Resort and Spa, Maldives

After a turbulent year for travel, families are banking on 2021 for 

bigger and brighter things. Grandparents and grandchildren, who 

haven’t been able to spend much time together in 2020, are invited 

to experience an island adventure like no other at the five-star and 

deluxe all-inclusive Emerald Maldives Resort & SPA, voted World’s 

Leading New Resort at the 2020 World Travel Awards.

This year, families can enjoy special pizza and gelato making cooking 

classes hosted by Italy’s very own Chef Aldo at Aqua Restaurant and 

Yoga classes for young and adults, that can be organised privately 

upon request in the tranquillity of the family’s villa. Thanks to 

Emerald’s signature Deluxe All-Inclusive formula, all guests can enjoy 

complimentary non-motorised watersports, one boat excursion per 

week’s stay and two guided snorkelling tours. Children can enjoy an 

array of activities at the Dolphin Kids’ Club, the most extended and 

well-equipped children’s club in the destination.

Family Offer:  20% off best available rate for a minimum of 
7 night’s stay for a maximum of two adults and two children, 
applicable for all bookings received before February 28th 2021. 
Offer includes deluxe all-inclusive package, complimentary 
60 minutes massage for two adults OR 1x cooking class for 
the whole family and 1 x in-room family breakfast. Terms and 
conditions apply. For more information and to book, please visit 
www.emerald-maldives.com 
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CAPTURING THE ESSENCE OF A PERSON 

AS AN ART FORM 

To capture the essence of beauty, of luxury, of authenticity is an 

art form, an art form that photography continues to manifest. 

London based fashion and celebrity portrait photographer Zuzana 

Breznanikova has developed a unique aesthetic with a cinematic 

feel that resonates with industry critics and makes her a highly 

sought-after photography professional. Her gift stems from her early 

experiences with photography when she started doing photography 

as a hobby when her dad gave her a camera at the age of 13.  She 

knew instantly that it was something she wanted to do, it was her 

calling and when she gets behind the camera she is in a creative 

flow that makes her almost forget time and space. She likes to 

be able to manipulate lighting to create different moods to suit 

a subject and to photograph people which is why she moved to 

portraiture and creative fashion photography. 
“I believe portraiture to be a study of a profound depth 
into the subjects personal story as seen through the eye 
of the photographer. Story telling told through the use of 
light, composition and capture of the essence of a person.”  

- Zuzana Breznanikova

Her unique aesthetics and ability to capture the essence of a person 

has made her one of the most in-demand portrait photographers in 

London. She has photographed for luxury publications around the 

world as well as luxury brands such as Harrods as well as international 

high net worth and high profile individuals including royalty. 

Her London-based photography studio London Photo Portfolios is 

located in the cosmopolitan and affluent area of Notting Hill. Whether 

someone is looking for a stand-out celebrity portrait photographer 

or wishes to elevate their personal or fashion brand with a high-end 

editorial or commercial photo shoot, Zuzana has the experience, 

knowledge and creativity to not only get the job done but give her 

clients the gift of artistic expression through luxurious photographic 

imagery. She also shoots model and talent portfolios for top model 

and acting / talent agents in the world. She also specialises in 

publicity shoots for entrepreneurs, actors, TV personalities, sport 

personalities, celebrities, recording artists and other talent. 

To commission a portrait sitting with Zuzana visit website:  
www.londonphotoportfolios.co.uk or email:  
info@londonphotoportfolios.co.uk

Kensington Gardens Square  
Phone: +44 (0) 2074 594 072  |  www.breznanikova.photography 
Instagram: @breznanikova.photography Duran Fulton Brown
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http://www.breznanikova.photography
http://breznanikova.photography
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RENÉ CAOVILLA 
INTRODUCES NEW DESIGNS 

OF THE ICONIC 
CLEO SANDAL

René Caovilla are delighted to presents new iterations 
of its most beloved and iconic shoe, the Cleo

WOMENS FASHION
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The Cleo sandal has confirmed itself as an icon of 

timeless style over the years. Born from an idea 

of René Fernando Caovilla in 1969, it became a 

symbol of the fashion house. Inspired by a Roman 

snake-shaped gold bracelet from 1st Century BC, the 

jewelled shoes of the Venetian designer stand out for 

the spiral embracing the ankle which enhances the 

sensual femininity of the woman who wears them. 

Today, René Caovilla continue to seasonally update 

its iconic design in beautiful new colours and styles. 

These jewelled shoes are the perfect model to 

celebrate the magic of the holiday season, enhancing 

the sensual femininity of the woman who wears them.

Handmade in elegant satin with sparkling tonal micro crystals and a spiral that 

wraps the leg in a soft and sinuous embrace, the Cleo is available in both an 

elegant stiletto heel and wide chunky heel covered in glitter.

311 Brompton Road, London, SW3 2SY 
0207 225 0584   |   www.renecaovilla.com

WOMENS FASHION
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IN THE FOLD
Grace Han Seamlessly Balances Style and 

Craftsmanship with Luxury Handcrafted Handbags 

Admired by royalty and revered by lovers of true craftmanship, 

Grace Han is a luxury accessories and leather goods brand with 

a difference. The brand is propelled by its unwavering focus on 

exceptional craftsmanship, flawless design, and timeless style.

Each bag is a labour of love. The Grace Han leather pleats in the 

brand’s signature ‘Ballet Lesson’ collection took seven years to 

perfect and are testament to the precision and art that goes into 

each creation. Built to last a lifetime, each bag takes between three 

months and one year to create and days to intricately assemble.

The brand’s founder and namesake, Grace Han, launched her line 

in early 2019. Her unwavering commitment to her craft meant she 

spent two years as an apprentice in a handbag factory before she 

started the design process.

Grace has created three unique collections: Ballet Lesson, 

Love Letter and Butterfly. Each elegant collection is inspired by 

different influences in Grace’s life, Ballet Lesson by dedication 

and persistence, Love Letter by love in all forms and Butterfly by 

transformation and growth. 
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Grace Han is proud to call the Duchess of Cambridge, Kate 

Middleton, a brand fan. Kate recently showcased Grace Han’s Love 

Letter Top Handle bag in black at a royal engagement in October 

2020. 

Today, the brand has its roots in both London and Grace’s native 

Taipei, Taiwan. A cross-section of East and West sensibilities, Grace 

Han reflects both softness and strength, emotion and logic and 

tradition and innovation. The brand’s flagship store in Knightsbridge 

is a true reflection of Grace’s ethos, with specially curated bespoke 

furnishings and décor sought out from across the globe.

For more information about Grace Han and to see the full 
collection, please visit www.gracehan.shop
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FRENCKENBERGER X VMC 
CASHMERE METATRON SCARF 

When Johnny Depp introduced Terry-Ann and Nathalie from 

FRENCKENBERGER to Victoria Mary Clarke, wife of Shane 

MacGowan, at the Zurich Film Festival last year, the two 

straightforward cashmere girls were captured by Victoria’s 

channelling angel talks. Her inspiring way of looking at life gave a 

reason for an automatic collaboration between them. 

FRENCKENBERGER rising from a Rick Owens background and 

Victoria’s above-earth rock & roll attitude, melted together in the 

Metatron scarf. 

The 160x180 hand woven and screen painted cashmere scarf 

presents the angel of awakening (70 limited and hand numbered A 

edition pieces). 

Victoria is a believer in angels. She said: “The angels may be 

real or they may be a figment of my imagination, but the angel 

images that I paint act like powerful symbols of love and wisdom 

and joy for me, they lift my spirits and make me feel guided and 

supported and safe, and it’s so abundant that it overflows and I 

want other people to feel it too. The angel scarves are a tangible, 

sensual manifestation of the feelings, and a way to spread them 

around the place so that other people can get a taste of this feeling. 

I felt the gorgeous softness and lightness of the FRENCKENBERGER 

cashmere, it seemed completely perfect to combine their fabric 

with my angel images, so that we have a piece of heaven that you 

can actually wrap around your head and shoulders like an embrace, 

which feels so blissful that maybe you even smile at strangers and 

help them to feel the angel vibe too.” 

The FRENCKENBERGER x VMC cashmere angel scarf is available from 

Maxfield LA, Ikram Chicago, SSENSE online, The Corner Berlin, MAX 

Aspen , Amarees LA and Victoria Mary Clarke Angels. 

Retail price approx. £854 

www.frenckenberger.com 
Photo credit: Shot by Torvioll Jashari, assistant of Walter Pfeiefer www.lavishlyappointed.com

  lavishly_appointed

http://www.frenckenberger.com
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MENS FASHION

SUITABLY 
SUSTAINABLE

A new online menswear marketplace has launched, selling 

sustainable brands only. Coalo highlights the best in this field, 

boasting premium pieces from eight ethical suppliers that offer a 

curated, timeless look. 

The outlet is challenging the world of fashion with its innovative 

approach, making sure every decision results in no extra or 

unnecessary damage caused to the planet.

Brand partners are chosen based on having a low emission end-to-

end product cycle, using certified natural materials like linen, cotton 

and leather and taking care of their supply chains from farmers to 

factories.

To conquer fast fashion problems, Coalo vets all products to ensure 

they employ design thinking in the making of their clothing, creating 

an end product that lasts and is repairable.

Introducing Coalo, a new online marketplace for eco-conscious 
and ethically made men’s clothing

Carpasus SPA
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Current partners available on Coalo include:

• Portuguese brand, +351.

• A range of smart Italian beanies from 40 Colori.

• Swiss sustainable shirt brand, Carpasus.

• Organic and recycled unisex t-shirts and hoodies from OneKind.

• Vegan and consciously sustainable underwear and wardrobe 

essentials from Rozenbroek.

• SPA, a sustainable-design company utilising slow-fashion 

fundamentals.

• Elliot Footwear, the world’s first ‘climate positive’ footwear brand.

Founder Ted Gibson said: “Coalo is a community of like-minded 

brands and shoppers. We encourage a lifestyle that revolves around 

caring for our environment by supporting small designers and 

brands pushing long lasting products that also look great. Our 

promise is to source brands and pieces that share these values and 

provide a platform so they are easily accessible.

“More and more consumers are looking to shop consciously but 

for mens fashion, there’s isn’t a lot of information on how to find 

sustainable clothes that don’t compromise on style. We aim to 

provide an online marketplace that features timeless designs for all 

your wardrobe needs.”

For more information, visit coalo.earth.

Carpasus

Elliot Footwear

Elliot Footwear

OneKind
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CONNOLLY PRESENTS 
THE BEST OUTER LAYERS

FOR RAINY DAYS

The Beige Trench Coat designed by Marc Audibet is a timeless 

piece in the Connolly collection. Cinched at the waist with a super 

wide adjustable belt and brown leather buckle. It is crafted from 

the finest British waxed waterproof cotton.

The Navy Leather Quilted Jacket is quilted in deep navy calfskin 

leather that is water-resistant and filled with natural feather down. 

Lined in navy silk, it has two large pockets on the outside as well as a 

hood to keep you warm and dry in wet weather conditions.

The City Mac is made of 100% vulcanised cotton that is water 

resistant. It has a horn button closing with a Connolly leather backed 

collar, with detailed holes under the armpits for breathability and 

buttons on the back for flexibility.

Independent British brand Connolly present an edit on the perfect 
outer layers and accessories to keep you warm and dry
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MENS FASHION

The Hooded Parka is fully waterproof, with a light wax feel, it is 

made from high performance Japanese fabric. The retro form is 

updated with distinctive Connolly branding and patches under 

the drawstring hood, leather detailing on the two-way zip and 

architectural pockets.

The Connolly Folding Umbrella, has been made for Connolly 

by Francesco Maglia. The Milanese maker has been producing 

umbrellas for 160 years. Each umbrella has 70 steps of carful 

handwork and the handle is wrapped in Connolly leather with a 

hand stitched edges for grip. The telescopic style is built compact 

and sturdy. 

Available to buy online now at www.connollyengland.com and 
via Click and Collect from 4 Clifford Street, London W1S
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HAMILTON AND HARE - 
SUBSCRIPTION LETTERBOX SERVICE 

Given the current changes to the way we are 

now working and living, Independent British 

menswear brand Hamilton and Hare have 

introduced an underwear subscription service 

which is available online now. Hamilton and 

Hare offer a completely flexible subscription 

service that allows you to set a regular 

delivery of your favourite underwear every 

1,3,6 months. It’s available on any of our 

underwear styles and you can skip, change 

or cancel any time. You’ll be notified before 

the order ships and charged to your account 

automatically for zero hassle. The underwear 

will be packaged in a reusable cotton laundry 

bag and sent out to your home free of charge. 

You’ll also save 15% as a loyalty discount. 

Most men don’t think about replacing their 

underwear until it is threadbare, so this 

service ensures you’re never caught short and 

will alway have a quality fresh pair ready in 

the drawer. 

www.hamiltonandhare.com/pages/
subscription-landing

There are pilot watches - and there are pilot watches from Laco. The German company is proud 

of its long tradition as an exclusive manufacturer of high-quality timepieces. An indispensable 

cockpit tool, especially in the 1940s, the modern Laco expresses the wearer‘s individuality.

A Laco pilot watch is not only a precision, hard-wearing timepiece on your wrist, but also a

chapter in contemporary history.

WWW.LACO.DE  |  INFO@LACO.DE

TIME FOR LEGENDS
TRADITION AND PROGRESS SINCE 1925

(1) Pilot Watch Original, Dortmund Erbstück, 45 mm manual winding  
(2) Pilot Watch, München Chrono, 42,3 mm automatic  (3) GMT Pilot Watch, Frankfurt Schwarz, 42 mm automatic

NEW (3)(2)(1)

LIMITED UP TO 200 PIECES

http://www.hamiltonandhare.com/pages/
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JEWELLERY & WATCHES

WHEN BELL & ROSS 
MEETS BOLLINGER MOTORS

A MECHANICAL WATCH / AN ELECTRIC VEHICLE 

Who said tradition could not find some common ground with 

modernity and technicity? Bell & Ross passionately follows 

developments in electric cars and considers Bollinger Motors as the 

SUV standard in this sector.

Known for their precision, functionality, legibility and water-

resistance, Bell & Ross has become a benchmark in the world of 

professional aviation watchmaking. Focusing on these four guiding 

criteria, its timepieces manifest pure lines and timeless elegance. 

Over the years, the brand has forged a philosophy based on an 

approach - functionalism; a method - the combination of expertise; 

and a vision - the development of watches for a professional use.

Bollinger Motors, an American automaker of electric vehicles was 

founded in 2014 in New York City by Robert Bollinger. His idea was 

to develop a full-size electric off-road vehicle. The designers’ first of 

was a prototype car called B1, presented in 2017. The car reveals a 

signature feature and an austere design that is distinguished by an 

angular body covered with a matte varnish and the possibility to 

remove the rear part of the roof to mark a real utility.

A fortunate encounter built around design
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Above all, this utility car was designed to go possibly everywhere. Their generous 

ground clearance and angle of attack should effectively allow it to navigate in very 

rough terrain. A promising masterpiece: the BOLLINGER B1 is off-road, squarer 

than a Rubik’s cube, and the first true 4×4 franchiser equipped with a 100% electric 

motor.

TWO MEN / ONE VISION

Both managing human-size companies, they are also passionate about mechanics 

and advanced technologies with a sharp functionalist approach and obsessed with 

pure graphic lines. 

When Bruno Belamich – Creative Director and Co-Founder, Bell & Ross – saw the 

BOLLINGER B1 for the first time, he told himself: “If the BR 03 were a car, this would 

be this one! The BOLLINGER B1 is to automobile what the BR 03 is to watchmaking: 

A 100% utility object designed by engineers for extreme thrill-seekers”.

Both brands have an affinity with each other in many ways. They worship details. 

They envision the same design aspirations and principles. Functionality is key, and 

minimalism— sacrificing the simply ornamental and superfluous in favor of the 

essential— is vital. They share a matching radical project formula: 100% function 

+ 0% compromise = 100% capacity. In other words, they each develop their own 

creations based on a key principle: “Every detail has its own meaning and function.”

Mark Foster - Brand Director, Bollinger Motors to add: “Beautiful instruments. 

The subtle details, surfaces and textures are incredible. I love the vintage aviation 

inspiration in Bell & Ross branding. The weight feels solid, substantial, like you 

could jump from a plane -or a truck, without worrying about it.”

A SPORT UTILITY TRUCK / A SPORT UTILITY INSTRUMENT

This genuine junction is about exploring their flagship and iconic models. Coming 

from different worlds but certainly looking in the same direction.

Meeting all the same specifications and requirements as a Bell & Ross timepiece, 

the BOLLINGER B1 displays extreme simplicity on board, equipped with the bare 

essentials, in an environment dotted with visible screws, like the exterior bodywork 

giving pride of place to riveted panels ...

The creative vision of Bruno Belamich, which has always driven him to design 

watches for professional use inspired by aeronautics, has not wavered. Over the 

years and the various collections, he has cultivated originality in consistency. 

ONE square design for TWO radical machines, Bell & Ross and Bollinger Motors are 

gems of simplicity, robustness and innovation.

Both brands also invade the IN-ROAD territory with their OFF-ROAD offer. Bollinger 

Motors with their pick-up version, a category that has been making a big comeback, 

even in town, in recent years. As for Bell & Ross, the brand launched a new 

Instruments for Urban Explorers, the BR 05…

Follow us on our Instagram account @bellrosswatches to discover more about 
this project.
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ALEXANDER SHOROKHOFF 
ART ON THE WRIST 

All watch designs from the watch manufacture Alexander 
Shorokhoff follow a clear creative design according to the 
motto  - Art on  the Wrist -   and fit perfectly into the company’s 
history. With his fascinating pieces of art for the wrist,  Alexander  
Shorokhov  succeeded  in  revolutionizing  the  world  of  watches  
and  made  his  creations unforgettable.

The globally operating company headquarters for mechanical 

watches – the “Alexander Shorokoff” watch manufacture is located 

in the heart of Alzenau, a small idyllic town in Bavaria, Germany. 

The family-operated manufacture with great demand upon quality, 

handcrafted art and extraordinary design take the incentive to stand 

out from the competition and create watches that not only serve as 

timepieces but as “art on the wrist”. 

Together with their highly qualified team, they develop and create 

marvelous and exceptional watches that combine cutting-edge design 

with highest quality, as well as fine and elaborate hand engravings. All 

watches are hand-made, hand-engraved and refined in Alzenau.

In the past 28 years the brand Alexander Shorokhoff has became a 

luxury watchmaker with remarkable artful design, who creates its 

timepieces with great demand upon quality and handcrafted art. 

Their creations present not only a delight to consumers, but also to 

an international jury. Since 2012, the avant-garde models have been 

awarded various international prizes every year, which stands for 

innovative and powerful design.

JEWELLERY & WATCHES
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Art has no limits, but it is art that can transcend 
boundaries.

With exceptional and creative design of the three collections Heritage, 

Avantgarde and Vintage combined with noble engraving and manual 

craftsmanship, Alexander Shorokhoff attracts attention around the 

world. The watches are limited works of art of highest precision.

The classical HERITAGE line convince with models like “Tolstoi“, 

“Alexander Pushkin“, “Tchaikovsky“ and “Dostojevksy“, which is 

dedicated to the Russian art and cultural heritage of the 19th century. 

It combines classical design with exceptionally creative forms and 

colors, but also with traditional engravings, skeletonization, enameling 

and methods of refinement that are designed inimitable and 

elaborately.

The AVANTGARDE collection concentrates entirely on design: Following 

the Russian Suprematism and inspired by Russian and European 

art and culture of the 20th century, the watches provoke with their 

exceptional design elements and unusual combination of forms and 

colors. The Avantgarde watch models are made for individualists who 

express a modern, independent attitude towards life.

VINTAGE watches represent an individual 

collection within the Avantgarde-

series of the “Alexander 

Shorokhoff“ watch 

manufacture and are 

manufactured in the 

same style. Their 

particularity: They are 

fitted with historic and 

no longer manufactured 

Russian movements 

that are being completely 

restored, modernized, 

artistically hand-engraved 

and partially manufactured new.

THE NEW SKYSCRAPER BY AS
The unusual design of the double timer watch Levels and the  warm color of the dial 

underline the creativity of the designer  Alexander Shorokhov. The unusual bottom design 

with two  automatic movements will make any heart beat faster. Limited  to 99 pieces.

Model Levels, AS.DT03-4

Case Stainless steel, brushed and polished; 5 atm of water resistance

Sizes 46.5 mm diameter / Height: 12.5 mm

Movement Two automatic movements calibre 2671.AS, hand-engraved and refined;  

25 jewels; power reserve 42 hours

Contact details: Alexander Shorokhoff Uhrenmanufaktur GmbH  |  info@alexander-shorokhoff.de  |  www.alexander-shorokhoff-shop.de

JEWELLERY & WATCHES
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BRIDGERTON: THE WATCHES 
THAT WOULD BE WORN ON A 
MODERN DAY ‘PROMENADE’ 

Bridgerton has been the talk of ‘the ton’ since 

it launched on 25th December - over 63 million 

households tuned in to watch the Netflix period drama 

in its first 28 days. Inspired by Anthony Bridgerton’s 

trusty pocket watch and the eclectic mix of characters; 

pre-owned watch specialist Watchfinder & Co. has put 

their learned skills to the test to determine what each 

character would likely wear in 2021. Don’t worry no 

spoilers here, just pure unabridged fantasy!

THE BRIDGERTONS

Anthony Bridgerton   |   Anthony Bridgerton is a busy man. Juggling the 

responsibilities of taking over from his father as the head of the Bridgerton 

family, seeing his sister through her first social season, finding time to 

call in on his songbird mistress Sienna and still managing to drop by the 

gentleman’s club and take in a few boxing matches is no easy feat. Today, 

Anthony would rely upon something like the Jaeger-LeCoultre Reverso. With its 

interchangeable style, thanks to its reversable face, this watch can adapt to any 

social setting. On top of this the Reverso also keeps to the most accurate time, 

ensuring Anthony can continue to keep all those plates spinning a little longer.  

JAEGER-LECOULTRE REVERSO DUO  

Watchfinder & Co. predict what watches the Bridgertons, 
Featheringtons and Co. would choose for themselves today  

(not a pocket watch in sight… but still a few jewels)

JAEGER-LECOULTRE REVERSO DUO  FRANCK MULLER VANGUARD 
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Benedict Bridgerton   |   Aspiring artist and all round dreamer, 

Benedict, is the second eldest of the Bridgerton siblings and yearns 

for something other than the endless society balls he finds himself 

attending. Benedict dreams of turning his artistic hobby into a full-

fledged career, and soon finds himself looking outside of ‘the ton’ in 

order to achieve it. Nowadays Benedict would likely wear something 

like a Franck Muller Vanguard. A watch brand that has enjoyed its 

own artistic journey. The Vanguard blends a classic watch case 

style with modern artistic colours and materials outside the normal 

canon of watchmaking – a perfect blend of watchmaking and 

artistry. How perfectly Benedict.  

FRANCK MULLER VANGUARD 

Colin Bridgerton   |   The witty and charming Bridgerton brother, 

Colin, may well have taken a liking to the newest young lady in 

town but his heart belongs to travel. A Patek Philippe World Time is 

the obvious watch choice for this aspiring globetrotter – one of the 

signature complications from the Maison and much sought after by 

travellers around the world. The World Time allows the wearer to 

track the local time of 24 capital cities simultaneously, whilst still 

being quintessentially elegant – much like any other Patek Philippe. 

It’s the indispensable sidekick for any would be grand tourist.  

PATEK PHILIPPE WORLD TIME

Daphne Bridgerton   |   The picture-perfect young debutante who 

packs a punch! Daphne has been waiting her entire life to make her 

grand debut on the marriage mart and does so with such aplomb 

that she is named the diamond of the first water. But there is more to 

Daphne than meets the eye – beautiful and demure on the outside 

but Daphne is also smart and determined and strives for absolute 

PATEK PHILIPPE WORLD TIME GRAND SEIKO SPRING DRIVEPIAGET ALTIPLANO

perfection… Much like the bejewelled work of the Piaget Altiplano 

which carries a complex manual movement encased within an 

exquisite case of white gold and diamonds. 

PIAGET ALTIPLANO

Eloise Bridgerton   |   Certainly the most vocal of the Bridgerton 

household, Eloise is not one for pomp nor ceremony. Having no 

interest in following in the footsteps of her sister Daphne, she has 

an incurable sense of curiosity, a lust for education and has little 

time for the restrictive gender roles of the period. Eloise would be 

perfectly paired with a Grand Seiko - a Japanese brand known for 

throwing two fingers up at the rest of the watch world in the 70’s 

when it fundamentally changed the status quo of the watch industry 

by introducing new and progressive technology that left many of its 

peers at the wayside. And whilst this titanium 43.5 MM is technically 

classified as a men’s watch… who is Eloise to be restricted by 

convention?!  

GRAND SEIKO SPRING DRIVE

THE FEATHERINGTONS

Lady Portia Featherington   |   For Lady Featherington it’s all about 

show. From the brightest dresses to the tightest corsets, Lady Portia 

Featherington is entirely focused on keeping up with the Joneses 

and wearing her wealth and style (read: poor credit and broken 

promises) for the whole world to see! The Hublot diamond set 

Classic Fusion would be an obvious go-to for posey Portia, given its 

confident, unrelenting and flashy nature, this diamond encrusted 

device has the natural born will to dazzle all those who look upon it. 

HUBLOT CLASSIC FUSION 
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Penelope Featherington   |   The youngest 

and perhaps most vicarious member of 

Featherington family; Penelope is an intelligent 

girl with a sharp wit and kind heart. She would 

prefer to quietly sway near the perimeter of 

any ballroom rather than take centre stage. 

And whilst she is able to move through most 

social settings without stirring much attention 

or fuss, she is not one to be overlooked 

or underestimated. Penelope’s pick is the 

Jaeger-LeCoultre, ladies Reverso Duetto. This 

unassuming, but elegant, watch boasts two, 

interchangeable, dials allowing Penelope to 

blend in with any setting seamlessly. There 

really are two sides to every story!  

JAEGER-LECOULTRE LADIES REVERSO DUETTO

THE DUKE

The Duke of Hastings - Simon Basset   |   

Rife with scandal, intrigue and glamour, the 

new Duke of Hastings, one Simon Basset, is 

the most sought-after bachelor in London. 

His impeccable appearance, taste and style 

(although he wears too much black according 

to Lady Danbury) juxtaposes his distinct lack 

of interest in his title, society, or taking a 

wife. A true enigma. He is reserved and keeps 

his emotions close to his chest, but morally 

upstanding and values honour. 

HUBLOT CLASSIC FUSION

ROLEX SUBMARINER 126610LV
JAEGER-LECOULTRE LADIES 

REVERSO DUETTO

The obvious watch pick for Simon 

Basset is a 2020 Rolex Submariner 

in steel and sleek green ceramic - a 

watch that is as sought after as it is 

scarce. Produced in very much finite 

numbers, the current demand for the 

modern take on perhaps the most 

iconic wristwatch ever produced far 

outstrips its supply, with waiting lists 

of up to 5 years long... 

ROLEX SUBMARINER 126610LV 

CARTIER TORTUE 
MINUTE REPEATER

THE QUEEN

Queen Charlotte   |   The veritable 

tastemaker of London society, Queen 

Charlotte. It’s only fitting that a modern 

day monarch pick something made by the 

‘Jeweller of Kings, and the King of Jewellers’ 

– Cartier. Exclusivity is the currency of luxury 

so a limited edition befits Queen Charlotte – 

perhaps the baroque themed Cartier Tortue 

minute repeater. Produced in an extremely 

limited run of just 25 pieces. This classically 

designed wristwatch, in 18k yellow gold, is a 

true feat of watchmaking, and with its iconic 

chiming system it ensures all eyes will be on 

the owner!  

CARTIER TORTUE MINUTE REPEATER

www.watchfinder.co.uk

www.eugenwegner.com

http://www.watchfinder.co.uk
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NEW YEAR 
NEW STYLE 

Stylish sisters and Directors of Baker Brothers Diamonds, Lizzie 

McAuley and Rebecca Church reveal the latest jewellery trends 

for 2021, with sophisticated solutions to update your look in an 

instant … 

See in the new year with a new look to make 2021 your most 

stylish year yet.

While we usually look to update our wardrobes with key designer 

pieces, you can transform your image with selective, stylish 

accessories including your jewellery. 

Successful sisters Lizzie McAuley and Rebecca Church are the 

discerning Directors of Bedford-based, bespoke business Baker 

Brothers Diamonds and share their top trend tips on how you can 

revitalise your style with some exclusive, elegant, eclectic touches. 
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For on-trend fashionistas layering necklaces at different lengths 

is all the rage right now. There are no rules, anything goes when it 

comes to mixing and matching your gorgeous golds and stunning 

silvers.

Get the latest look by layering fine chain necklaces like celebrities 

Holly Willoughby and Cara Delevingne.

Rebecca revealed: “The big trend at the moment is wearing a 

layered number of necklaces. This could be something quite short 

to the throat then three longer chains cascading down. Another 

key look is wearing a number of bracelets all together. They don’t 

have to match and I like how we’re seeing women wearing different 

designs all on one wrist.

“The trend is about wearing different jewellery pieces together that 

reflect your personality; I don’t believe everything has to be an 

exact match. I love it when people use their imagination and put 

pieces together.”

As well as stocking luxury designer jewellery brands including 

Fope, Georg Jensen, Shaun Leane and Marco Bicego, Baker 

Brothers is Bedfordshire’s exclusive, official Rolex retailer. 

The diamonds specialists also offer a complimentary, bespoke 

design service providing personalised pieces.

Diamond buyer Lizzie said: “Diamond stud earrings, including 

single stone, halo and flower designs continue to prove popular 

and another fashion-forward trend is for fine, diamond set thumb 

rings, which are also being worn on the first finger.”

THE MIDAS TOUCH

2021 sees us taking style notes from our European cousins with the 

wearing of different golds a big look this year. The trend, influenced 

by the French and Italians, sees us catching up in the style stakes.

Rebecca said: “Yellow gold is coming back in a big way. People are 

now doing what the Italians and French have always done, which 

is wearing all the colours of gold together. Whereas the British have 

sometimes been more reserved thinking they have to wear all 

platinum, white gold or yellow gold together.

“Now we are evolving in our tastes and being more European 

wearing all these different colours of gold. You don’t have to wear 

all your jewellery in one colour.

“It’s fabulous gold’s making a comeback.  We’re seeing women who 

have platinum engagement rings and wedding rings but they will 

wear a pair of big yellow gold earrings or a yellow gold chain or 

gold pendants. A big look for 2021, gold is going to be mixed in with 

platinum and white gold.”

Pendant £1,250

Diamond Stud Bracelet £5,150

Oval Pendant £499.50

Shaun Leane Tusk Pendant £550

‘A’ Pendant £87.50
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For on-trend fashionistas layering necklaces at different lengths 
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THE MIDAS TOUCH
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Pendant £1,250

Diamond Stud Bracelet £5,150

Oval Pendant £499.50

Shaun Leane Tusk Pendant £550

‘A’ Pendant £87.50
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WATCH THIS SPACE

According to Baker Brothers timepiece trends include 

bigger watches for women, while the designer watch 

fascination for discerning men increases year on year.

Rebecca added: “Many men are expanding their watch 

collections, owning several at a time because they want 

different style watches for different outfits. They mix 

their brands wearing a £900 Tag Heuer one day and a 

£20,000 Rolex on another.”

On-trend gents are also sporting signet rings engraved 

with their initials or featuring family crests for that Made 

In Chelsea inspired look. 

For more information and to view the latest 
collections go to www.bakerbrothersdiamonds.com 
or call 01234 352 343.

 

http://www.bakerbrothersdiamonds.com
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CLIO SASKIA: 
WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE 

Clio Saskia, designer and maker of fine jewellery inspired by the 

natural world, announces the launch of her brand new collection: 

Where The Wild Things Are.  

Combining natural textures with intense colours to create vibrant 

miniature artworks, Clio Saskia defies the conventions of traditional 

jewellery design and perfects a uniquely detailed and playful 

aesthetic.  

In joining a rich history of animal inspired jewellery across the globe, 

Clio’s dream was to find a new voice and share a fresh perspective on 

this age-old tradition. Where The Wild Things Are is the answer to that.   

“I have always been curious about animals; my childhood memories 

involve combing through the grass following ant trails, falling in the 

pond trying to catch a glimpse of an elusive frog or night-time scuba 

dives exploring hidden coves. 

“Greetings to the adventurous, the curious, the wonderers,  
the daredevils, the explorers, the seekers, the collectors, the pioneers, 

the romantics and the homebirds of paradise.” 

Seaweed Drop Earrings
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This has developed into a deep love and fascination 

for the natural world. Most importantly I want my 

jewellery to stay true to the animals that energise it, 

which means wholeheartedly embracing the weird 

with the wonderful.” 

An emerald-eyed Chameleon Ring with a solid 

gold tongue tipped with a sapphire ‘fly’ and a 

Poison Arrow Frog Pin studded with black spinel 

offer a glimpse into the workings of the designer’s 

magical mind. Whilst the Seaweed Ring dotted with 

Australian sapphires and the Double Slink Ring 

licked with an ombre of sapphires, offer a touch of 

wild to those with more classic tastes.  

“Vivacious and characterful jewellery reveals aspects 

of our personalities, sharing unspoken elements of 

identity with the world.” Clio Saskia creations tell 

the stories of unexpected species discovered deep 

under the sea and high up in the jungle canopy. 

Since graduating with a degree in Sculpture from 

University of the Arts London in 2013, Clio has 

perfected her carving skills on a miniature level. 

Being selected as one of 5 participants on the highly 

respected Setting Out Program 2019-2020 at the 

Goldsmiths’ Centre has culminated in the launch of 

Clio Saskia and a fantastical new collection. 

All Clio Saskia jewellery is made in a London studio 

using 100% recycled metals and ethically sourced, 

Fairtrade gemstones from traceable sources. 

For more information, and to see the full 
collection and learn more about Clio’s work 
please visit www.cliosaskia.com or contact Becky 
on becky.guth@outlook.com  |  07807 225 672 

Chameleon Ring

Lizard Ear Climber Blue Sapphire

Vee Ring Teal Stacked Speckled Band

Mimic Poison Frog
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AWARD-WINNING 
CRAFTSMANSHIP

Based in the heart of the historic cathedral city of Canterbury, Justin 

Richardson and his team of master craftsmen create some of the 

country’s most exclusive and inspiring jewellery and silverware. 

From the purpose-built workshop at the rear of the gallery, He 

designs and creates beautiful and bespoke pieces, varying from 

classic engagement and wedding rings, to unique custom-made 

cocktail jewellery and dress watches. Justin’s team of experienced 

craftsmen have won numerous awards for their world-class design 

and craftsmanship. These include awards by the prestigious 

Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths Craft & Design Council, ‘The 

Jewellery Oscars’. Justin himself also won the ‘New Designer of the 

Year’ award shortly after completing his training.

As a bespoke jeweller Justin approaches watch design from a 

different perspective, combining his expertise in fine jewellery with 

his passion for watch making.  These custom-made watches are 

created using a unique blend of modern technology and traditional 

goldsmithing craftsmanship. The Octavo range offers a range of 

options – 18ct gold or platinum case, diamond set crowns and 

cases, as well as a choice of quartz, mechanical or automatic Swiss 

movements. Individual dials can also be commissioned, to add a 

personal touch to the timepiece, making it completely unique for 

the wearer.

Justin’s inspiration for the Octavo range came from the heyday 

of the British automotive industry and its classic dashboard 

instrumentation, and as such the watches are opulent and 

expressive, advancing British watch design in this smart age and 

recognising that watches are worn as pieces of jewellery as much as 

instruments for telling the time.

At the heart of every custom-made piece is the design. Justin 

combines craftsmanship with his passion for design to create 

dramatic and beautiful fine jewellery.

The start of the process is to sit down together, discuss and 

bounce ideas, until a firm brief is established. From there we will 

meticulously hand paint a series of options from which to choose. 

The final design chosen will remain exclusive to you, as 

commissioned designs are never repeated.

So why compromise, let us custom make something unique and 

special for you or your loved one.

justin@justinrichardson.co.uk Justin
Richardson

Bespoke
Fine Jewellery

JEWELLERY & WATCHES

British made, individually custom built 18ct gold 
timepieces, offering subtle glamour to those utterly 
committed to perfection.

Inspired by the heyday of the British automotive 
industry, they combine the sophisticated style  
of contemporary jewellery with unrivalled, award 
winning craftsmanship. Opulent and expressive,  
they advance British watch design in this smart age, 
whilst recognising that watches are worn as a piece of 
jewellery as much as instruments for telling the time.

OCTAVO CHRONOGRAPH
18ct pink gold with British 
Racing Green enamel dial, 
Diamond set crown & pushers

23 Sun Street, Canterbury CT1 2HX • 01227 471 693
justin@justinrichardson.co.uk • www.justinrichardson.co.uk

mailto:justin@justinrichardson.co.uk
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AUDEMARS PIGUET 
PRESENTS 

CAROLINA BUCCI’S 
K.I.S.S. COLLECTION 

IN SELECT AP HOUSES AND BOUTIQUES

Swiss Haute Horlogerie manufacturer Audemars Piguet is 

delighted to announce that jewellery designer Carolina Bucci’s 

collection K.I.S.S. (i.e. Keep It Super Simple) will be available as 

of November 2020 in the AP Houses of London, Hong Kong and 

Barcelona as well as in the AP boutiques of Nagoya and Dallas. 

Taking inspiration from the beating heart of Audemars Piguet’s 

mechanical watches, this gold bracelet and necklace collection 

pays tribute to the designer’s and Manufacture’s long-standing 

collaboration. Behind these jewellery creations’ apparent simplicity, 

lies a complex ancestral savoir-faire and a desire to push the limits 

of what gold can do that echo Audemars Piguet’s forward-thinking 

approach to traditional craftsmanship.
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Carolina Bucci’s K.I.S.S. collection took shape in 2018 when she 

was working with Audemars Piguet on her limited Royal Oak 

Frosted Gold edition. Marvelling at the intricacy of mechanical 

watches, she wondered what would happen if a movement 

was given the freedom and space to express its complexity 

and precision on the wrist or around the neck. The result: a 

collection of gold bracelets, in two different sizes and varied 

hues, and a matching necklace reinterpreting the aesthetic 

codes of a mechanical watch’s balance spring through a flexible 

sinuous coil of 18-carat gold. Part of a watch’s escapement 

mechanism, the balance spring controls the oscillation rate of 

the balance wheel to which it is affixed and thus regulates the 

speed at which the hands turn.

Going a step further, Carolina Bucci’s larger bracelets take 

inspiration from Audemars Piguet’s double balance wheel 

escapement introduced in 2016. This patented regulating 

system is composed of two balance wheels and balance springs 

assembled on the same axis, oscillating in perfect synchrony 

for improved balance and precision. Visible on both sides of 

the movement, it is sought after in Haute Horlogerie today for 

its aesthetic appeal. In tribute to this horological innovation, 

Carolina Bucci has inserted an additional coil of mismatched 

colour within the large bracelets’ main sinuous spiral of gold.

Keeping it simple, Audemars Piguet will present Carolina Bucci’s 

K.I.S.S. collection in the relaxing atmosphere of its AP Houses in 

London, Hong Kong and Barcelona. Imagined as a home away 

from home, this high-end apartment concept invites lovers of 

the brand to relax, reflect, connect or disconnect in a space 

where the comfort of home and the warmth of friendship take 

priority. The collection will also be available in two AP boutiques 

in Dallas, U.S.A. and Nagoya, Japan.
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SOMETHING SPECIAL
ALTEYA ORGANICS - organic Bulgarian beauty 

Product: Rose Otto Night Face Moisturizer 

Description: This wholesome certified organic night cream softens, smooths and 

conditions skin and helps restructure its texture, improving overall health and glow. 

It helps nourish the skin and repair the damage done during the day.

NaTrue Certified Organic 100% Natural

Price: £23.00  |  Stockist: lovelula.com

SAKRID - clean beauty 

Product: Naturally Nourishing Organic Body Wash

Description: Naturally Nourishing Organic Body Wash is the perfect blend of organic extracts that will 

leave your body feeling clean and revived from top to toe. We have selected Mother Nature’s most 

refreshing ingredients of Peppermint, Tea Tree and Citrus to cleanse your body and invigorate your 

mind.Traditional soaps can dry out your skin, leaving you with a feeling of tightness and discomfort. 

Our body wash is made with your skin in mind, it won’t strip your skin and is gentle enough for the 

whole family to love.The ingredients selected for our body wash promote your body’s natural ability 

to retain moisture within the epidermal layer and rejuvenate cell repair. The result is soft skin with a 

silky appearance.But it’s not just about your body! The natural scent will uplift your spirits, making 

our body wash a great mental boost in the morning and a comforting release in the evening.

Price: £15.00  |  Stockist: Sakrid.com

STUDIO BOTANIC - German vegan unisex beauty

Product: Eye Cream

Description: The STUDIO BOTANIC EYE CREAM (15 ml alut tube) regenerates and smoothes the sensitive skin 

around your eyes. At the same time it provides intensive moisture. So small wrinkles can be reduced and the 

skin looks alert and tight. At the same time, the whitening effect of the cream makes eye shadows disappear 

and ensures a radiant complexion. It will be soaked in very well by the skin. Made possible by the special 

formulation of high-quality pomegranate seed oil, cucumber extract and rosehip seed oil, which provides your 

eye area with many valuable ingredients. In addition, the vegan waxes protect your skin from drying out and 

against harmful environmental influences. This prevents premature ageing of the skin and makes your skin 

look younger and fresher for longer.To prevent your eyes from being unnecessarily irritated, the EYE CREAM 

was neither perfumed nor scented with essential oils. Only the contained rose wax gives it a very subtle, slightly 

flowery-sweet fragrance, which vanishes quickly due to its natural texture.

Price: £30.00  |  Stockist: level7beautyhall.com

1Bupa Global Executive Wellbeing Index (September 2020). Research conducted among 450 high net worth individuals and senior executives across UK, France, USA, 
UAE and Egypt.

Calls may be recorded. Bupa Global is a trading name of Bupa Insurance Limited and Bupa Insurance Services Limited. Bupa Insurance Limited is authorised by  
the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Bupa Insurance Services Limited  
is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

For many people, the home is the place they return to,  
to unburden themselves of the stresses and strains  
of life.

But during the pandemic many aspects of life have 
merged, and homes have had to provide not only  
a safe-haven for individuals and their families, but  
a functional space to work too.

Recent data from Bupa Global’s Executive Wellbeing 
Index, shows that 38 per cent of high-net-worth 
individuals plan to continue working flexibly from home, 
and almost one in five will work from their holiday home.

But mental health experts advise that the blurring of 
divisions between work and home-life and the impact  
on wellbeing can be complex.

So, what steps can people take to protect their family 
space and wellbeing and ensure the ‘home-boardroom’ 
is productive and fulfilling?

Create physical and mental boundaries

For Dr Luke James, Bupa Global’s Medical Director,  
it’s crucial to create clear boundaries at home: “We hear 
from many executives that they’re not able to turn off, 
or that they’re struggling to concentrate, and it’s here 
where a physical workspace, which can be exited after 
the working day is over, can really help.”

It also means imposing psychological boundaries 
too, ensuring that both work time and family time are 
protected. For some, this means shutting down emails 
and collaborative technologies once the working day 
is over or reducing non-urgent calls at weekends. For 
others, preserving lunch breaks and time to exercise  
is particularly important.

Stay focused on the ‘life-work’ balance you want

For many, life is not going back to ‘business as usual’ 
anytime soon. Bupa Global’s research found that more 
than half of global executives do not plan to return to 
the same fast pace of life, and many have spent more 
time focusing on their wellbeing, passions and hobbies.

“This is important for protecting wellbeing and mental 
health. We also believe that individuals, families and 
employers must be committed to talking openly about 
concerns, and to seeking help early,” says Dr James. 

Get help when you need it

Stigmas around mental health conditions can lead to 
delays in getting treatment. But early diagnosis can have 
a positive impact on the long-term prognosis.

Dr James concludes: “At Bupa Global, we recognise 
that mental health is just as important as physical health 
and believe in helping people to feel their best and stay 
that way too. We know that when a family member is 
struggling with their mental health, it can impact the 
whole family – that’s why we offer extensive mental 
health cover for individuals and their families.”

For more information about  
Bupa Global premium health plans  
visit bupaglobal.com/withyou  
or talk to our Private Client team  
today on 0371 705 2712.

BUSINESS  
AS UNUSUAL
Protecting your wellbeing while  
working from home.

Global

Promotion
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For many people, the home is the place they return to,  
to unburden themselves of the stresses and strains  
of life.

But during the pandemic many aspects of life have 
merged, and homes have had to provide not only  
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a functional space to work too.
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HEALTH & WELLBEING

CHENOT LIFESTYLE BIOMARKERS® 
AND CHENOT VITALITY INDEX® 

SET THE STANDARD FOR OPTIMISING 
HEALTH AND WELLBEING 

The Chenot Vitality Index® is a monitoring and marker system, 

designed to measure vitality status. It lies in the lab-led approach 

of diagnostics comprised of the Chenot Lifestyle Biomarkers®. By 

assessing these biomarkers, and the Vitality Index, the impact of 

lifestyle on the wellbeing and ageing process of an individual is 

determined.

Dr. George Gaitanos, Chief Operating and Scientific Officer of Chenot 

explains, “People of the same age may not age at the same rate. 

Ageing is a complex process resulting from a combination of genetic 

and lifestyle factors. Quantifying selected physiological, molecular, 

imaging and performance biomarkers are valuable tools for a highly 

bespoke, precise approach to preventative health. Driven by in-

depth data collection and expert medical consultation, the results 

from these diagnostics are then used to personalise programmes 

to the individual Chenot guest. Tailor-made lifestyle plans are then 

curated to be followed at home to convert them into health wellness 

outcomes for the body and mind.”

In an increasingly stressful world, Chenot shines a light on the 

importance of investing in mental and physical health - at the 

earliest possible age - in order to achieve a high performing, healthy 

and well-balanced life, otherwise referred to as successful ageing. 

“Chenot is all about vitality. Vitality is, by definition, the capacity 

to stay alive with the best possible health and levels of energy. It 

describes what we all strive for: that particular state when you are 

full of life and energy – exuberant physical strength, emotional and 

mental vigour. It’s that special feeling that you get when you’re in the 

flow. The flow of life.” - Dr. Gaitanos adds. 

The complete range of  Chenot Lifestyle Biomarkers® are available 

at Chenot Palace Weggis, the new flagship destination Chenot 

Palace Weggis in Switzerland, while selected Lifestyle Biomarkers are 

available at Chenot Espace locations including One&Only Portonovi 

in Montenegro opening in March 2021.

For more information about Chenot, visit www.chenot.com

Feel better, live better, look better
What matters most to you? To relax, detox and de-stress? To achieve optimum health and wellness?  
To look as good on the outside as you feel on the inside? To realise your exercise and fitness goals?

The Body Ballancer® is a unique and versatile system that can truly deliver on all counts. 

Using the proven principles of manual lymphatic drainage, the award-winning Body Ballancer® 
provides a fully automatic and consistently high-quality massage treatment that not only targets 
aesthetic concerns such as cellulite, poor skin tone and water retention, but also enhances our 
general health and wellbeing by boosting the immune system and improving gut health. 

Used before and after exercise it will also aid faster muscle recovery by speeding up the removal of 
toxins caused by the build-up of lactic acid, carbon dioxide and other metabolic waste.

Prices from £6,900.00

To find out more about Body Ballancer® visit our website, 
call 07743 877749 or email us on info@ballancersystems.co.uk 

bodyballancer.co.uk

http://www.chenot.com
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THE ESSENCE OF  
STYLE AND ELEGANCE

Yachting’s Golden Age a century ago encapsulated 
the essence of style and elegance, epitomized by the 
genius of William Fife at Fairlie, Western Scotland. 
His magnificent cruising yachts and lithe America’s 
Cup challengers set the standards of the day. 

Today, Fairlie Yachts breathes new life into William Fife’s 
original designs. Our 21st century yachts, with modern 
keel configurations recall the classic beauty of his glorious 
sheer lines. Keeping faith with the exquisite detailing 
of his intimate accommodations and deck joinery, our 
new boats make no compromise on aesthetics. 

Where as Fife was limited by the technology of his 
time at Fairlie we make full use of technology and 
modern materials. This allows us to create swift, 
comfortable and perfectly balanced vessels that 
the Master would wholeheartedly applaud. 

The perfectly balanced hulls are a joy to steer and 
more athletic than their predecessors, delivering fast 
passage times and exciting race performances.  

Building a bespoke Fairlie yacht is fulfilling, and sailing 
one a delight; but it is the living heritage which sets her 
apart. As you step off and look back at her lying quietly 
amongst the crowd, she is simply the stand-out boat.

www.fairlieyachts.com 
E: sales@dw-yachting.com    T: +44 (0) 23 8045 6336  
D.W. Yachting Ltd., Port Hamble, Southampton, UK, SO31 4NN www.fairlieyachts.com 

F A I R L I E
Y A C H T S 

With her classic lines, exquisite detailing and 
race bred performance, a Fairlie yacht uniquely 
recaptures the dash and elegance of a bygone era.

Describe your love of yachting
I started as a toddler, in a small yacht my father built 
and then spent many teenage summers sailing. After 
graduating in production engineering I spent time 
as a professional yachtsman. A summer on an 89ft 
Fife classic changed my life, then I worked with one 
of the first major yacht restorations on a significant 
Fife yacht. Her owner and I then set up Fairlie Yachts 
and for 20 years I led a skilled team restoring Fife’s 
yachts. In 2011 we built our first modern classic yacht 
which took the important aesthetic elements from Fife 
and melded these with modern timber construction 
techniques, modern keel configurations and rig.

How does William Fife fit 
into your philosophy?
To me ’Classic’ means a standard on which other things 
are judged. Fife’s elegant beautiful yachts epitomise this. 
His many designs, including two for the Americas Cup, 
have graceful lines and an unsurpassed attention to detail. 
Decades of experience with his work has ingrained this into 
my DNA. Closely liaising with a client and understanding 
what they want to achieve with a once in a life time 
investment, I get the chance to turn their dreams into a 
beautiful reality evoking Fife’s superb eye for a line and 
attention to detail. After many years I still have the passion 
to create these works of art. 

Describe your client relationship
I will work with only one client at a time, to fully 
understand their requirements and translate these into a 

design and then a yacht. During the Initial build phase 
an owner can follow progress via a camera which 
can be set up in the yard. When the fit-out starts the 
owner does need to come and sit in the yacht, ensure 
that their ideas have been translated perfectly and be 
involved in the many fit out decisions. It can be an 
intense relationship and is a little like being married! 

Why use timber?
I have sailed in timber, steel, aluminium and glass/
carbon yachts. The feel and sounds inside a timber 
yacht at sea, or even at anchor is different from other 
yachts. As long as timber comes from ecologically 
sourced areas it has a much lower carbon footprint 
than other mediums. I select and custom saw a 
single log to use for all visible joinery work so that 
everything matches perfectly as it is visible forever.

What was the most enjoyable 
passage you have had?
I recall an overnight passage in the Fairlie 55. As dawn 
broke we entered St. Tropez bay and the wind rose, 
the yacht heeled a little, the helm remained perfectly 
balanced and we just sped along. We entered the 
harbour, furled the sails and berthed. I looked back at 
her and thought ‘yessssssssssss we got that right’.

Describe your yachts in one sentence  
An investment in enduring craftsmanship, elegant beauty 
and enjoyment allied with superb performance.

INTERVIEW WITH DUNCAN 
WALKER OF FAIRLIE YACHTS

F A I R L I E
Y A C H T S 
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VAAN R4 
SUSTAINABLE LUXURY 

SAILING YACHT

Vaan Yachts is a new Dutch premium sustainable brand in the 

yacht building industry. It is based on the idea that luxury and 

sustainability can go hand in hand by making clever use of 

technology and materials. Innovative choices in the design of their 

first model, the 42ft R4, result in a premium yacht that combines 

luxury with a spectacular sailing experience. 

Made for sailors

The R4 is designed for sailors who are looking for more space than a 

monohull offers. The large, open transom and the helm position at 

the back connects you to the water that rushes underneath. It gives a 

spectacular sailing sensation, much like a monohull but without the 

heeling, and faster. 

The cockpit and saloon are at the same level. Friends and family 

can enjoy all the comfort and luxury, while the helmsperson is at the 

helm enjoying their company.

The sailing hotel suite

In the evening, when lights are dimming, the saloon provides the 

ultimate view of the starry night sky. The wrap-around windows give 

a great sense of freedom and transparency, with all the cosiness you 

want from a home away from home. Natural materials are used for 

the interior. This creates a warm and exclusive look and atmosphere 

as if you are staying in a luxury hotel suite.
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Sustainable luxury

The Vaan R4 catamaran is made of circular 

materials, including recycled aluminium, cork, 

and plant-based alternatives for leather. Because 

it is mostly made of recyclable materials, the boat, 

in turn, is almost completely recyclable itself. The 

hull, for example, is for more than 60% made of 

recycled aluminium. This aluminium is recycled 

from so called ‘post-consumer scrap’, in this case 

old window frames, license plates and traffic 

signs.

“Pleasure cruising has to become more 

sustainable because your pleasure should never 

be at the cost of others”, says Igor Kluin, founder 

of Vaan. “And there is no reason why it should. 

By looking at materials and the design in new 

ways, you can even make a boat circular. It’s just a 

choice to do so.”

Award winning design

The Vaan R4 has been awarded the A’Design 

Award in the category Yacht Design. The R4 was 

voted on by a professional jury as one of only 

seven winners in this category of this prestigious 

global design award. Vaan focuses exclusively on 

sailing catamarans and, in addition to the current 

42ft R4, the 49ft R5 will also be launched this year 

and larger models will follow.

www.vaanyachts.nl   |   contact@vaanyachts.nl 

YACHTS & YACHTING
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CREATING WAVES 
WITH SUPERYACHT NAUTIQUE

For many superyacht owners and guests, there is nothing better than 

getting out on the water with the latest tenders and toys. And the 

super-cool waterski, wakeboard or wakesurf boats from Nautique are 

certainly turning heads this season.

With more and more Nautiques being delivered onto superyachts 

every year to be used as multifunctional tenders, Nautique 

have partnered with Superyacht Tenders and Toys to bring you 

Superyacht Nautique. Both companies share common values 

such as exceptionally high-quality products, being committed to 

delivering unprecedented customer service and being passionate 

about performance on the water. Lead by Superyacht Tenders and 

Toys’ (SYTT) project manager and resident Nautique guru, Angus 

Gilmour, Superyacht Nautique is dedicated to the sale and project 

management of these world class wake boats, making it even easier to 

get your hands on one.

So just what makes these boats so special?

An All Rounder  |  Each Nautique in the range offers something 

slightly different. This enables the team at Superyacht Nautique 

to match the correct model to the requirements of the client and 

the amount of space they have available. With settings available to 

tailor the wave to rider ability, they are also fully set up for towing all 

inflatables and have plenty of storage to fit boards, skis and towables. 

Perfect for a fun filled day on the water with the guests.

Select Your Engine  |  As the superyacht industry strives to become 

more sustainable, the demand for alternatively fuelled tenders is on 

the rise. The ability to offer an electric solution to yachts is proving 

vital. If the new 100% electric configuration (exclusive to the GS22E 

model) doesn’t tick your box, Nautique also offer a Yanmar diesel 

option for G23 and G25 models. Owners could also opt for one of 

Nautique’s selected gasoline engines, which are some of the most 

advanced gasoline engines in the marine industry.

Customisation  |  The Superyacht Nautique team has extensive 

superyacht and tender project management experience and don’t shy 

away from challenging tender integrations. From a custom lifting point 

to carbon towers, removable windscreens or a bespoke paint job, 

chances are they’ve done it before. As Angus Gilmour says: “Nautique 

really is leading the charge when it comes to wake and wave boats 

worldwide. Whether it’s the overall quality of the final product or 

the wave that a Nautique boat produces, they are second to none. 

Nautique is passionate about evolving the boats to match their 

clients’ requirements. This high-level customisation, coupled with 

performance, makes Nautique a great fit for the superyacht industry.” 

To learn more about SYTT and Superyacht Nautique visit their 
website www.superyachttendersandtoys.com 

YACHTS & YACHTING

THE FUN STARTS HERE

UK: +44 2380 01 63 63   FR: +33 489 733 347   
email: info@sytt.co   www.superyachttendersandtoys.com

THE NEXT LEVEL OF YACHT TOY
YACHT INTEGRATION | CUSTOMISATION | WORLDWIDE SUPPORT

EXPERIENCE THE NAUTIQUE DIFFERENCE by SUPERYACHT NAUTIQUE
NAUTIQUE’S GLOBAL YACHT DEALER
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THE NEW COMITTI BREVA 35 MOTORBOAT 
MAKES ITS UK DEBUT THIS WINTER 2020

Entrepreneur & philanthropist Dr Karen Dickens, will be celebrating her new 

company and dealership Comitti Boats UK & Caribbean this Winter 2020.  

The team is debuting the next generation of Comitti boats the BREVA 35 with 

Karen’s new boat ‘Property of a Lady’ delivered to the UK from the Comitti 

factory based on Lake Como since 1956.  

The new company aims to bring these iconic Italian motor boats to a much 

wider audience, across multiple markets and geographies.   “Comitti is a small 

company in northern Italy and one of the few remaining Italian shipyards with 

a tradition of building classically designed Italian motor boats,” explains Karen.  

“It was through my initial purchase and semi-bespoke design of a VENEZIA  

34  - ‘Octopussy’ and then building our new Comitti a BREVA 35 – ‘Property of a 

Lady’ that I realised I wanted to be directly involved in expanding the reach of 

Comitti into new markets.  We’re based down in Lymington and have the boats 

moored at Bucklers Hard in Beaulieu as we want people to see this all new 

design and evolution of the Comitti brand for themselves and find out more 

about the four model families of the Comitti fleet. ”

Today there are four Comitti model families encapsulating ‘not only a boat, a 

lifestyle’.  VENEZIA – BREVA – ISOLA – DI LEGNO

The newest model family is the BREVA, offering a contemporary evolution 

of a classical Italian design that remains timeless and ignores styling trends, 

available in 35ft or 29ft with other lengths in development.  

The classical VENEZIA range offers an iconic design in 5 different lengths (34ft, 

31ft, 28ft, 25ft and 22ft) each in 4 different levels of specification: Elegance, 

Classic Teak/Mahogany and Sport.  

The ISOLA family currently available in 33ft with 

other sizes planned for the future, focuses on an 

open bow layout & central helm station allowing for 

full walkaround access to forward and aft dining/

sunbathing areas.  Specified with either outboards 

or sterndrives, a fixed stainless steel Bimini makes 

her an ideal family day boat or when specified with 

British diesel outboards by COX Power she becomes an 

incredibly elegant and versatile tender/chase boat. 

The DI LEGNO boats; PORTOFINO and SANREMO 

embody the company’s heritage of fine craftsmanship 

using traditional materials while maintaining that 

bygone golden era of 1960’s Italian wooden boat design.  

The Comitti Fleet ranges in price from £425,000 to 

£120,000 (+VAT and taxes), and with 15 different 

models in the fleet, Comitti is the perfect brand to 

satisfy connoisseurs - from day cruisers and pleasure 

seekers, to Superyacht tenders and those looking for 

commercial and resort business use.

The Comitti UK & Caribbean team are committed to 

offering a personal service from start to finish, and 

throughout ownership.  The team are based at the 

new UK office in The Old Alarm, Quay Hill in Lymington 

where director James Hart is based.  James has worked 

in the marine industry from building Bluewater Sailing 

Yachts in Southampton to superyacht charters in 

Monaco after working with luxury British brands Aston 

Martin and Holland & Holland.  

The bespoke design features and choices available 

are particularly personal to Karen who has sought out 

external design specialists that offer the same quality, 

craftmanship and attention to detail that the boats offer 

themselves – and just like Comitti boats, Karen uses all 

these specialists herself so can attest to the quality.  

www.comittiboatsuk.com

Instagram: @comittiboatsukandcaribbean 
#comittiuk #comitti #styleredefined 

CARPE DIEM is a stunning 191’ motor yacht, offering elegant 
accommodations for 12 guests with a fabulous crew to cater to your every 
request. The huge master stateroom is on the main deck and there is also  

a large VIP and 4 additional staterooms with flexible layouts. 

Experience 6 star dining and service, relax on the enormous sundeck, enjoy the jacuzzi and 
choose from an extensive water sports selection. Watch movies under the stars with the 

outdoor cinema. Charter Carpe Diem for the vacation of a lifetime. 

Carpe Diem is available in the Bahamas this spring and the Mediterranean this summer.

Elite Yacht Charters is a boutique yacht brokerage, with access to every available superyacht 
worldwide. Elite specializes in a creating a bespoke, luxury experience for you.

info@eliteyacht.com   |   Phone: +1-310-285-1724

Please contact us for more details to start planning an amazing vacation on Carpe Diem.

http://www.comittiboatsuk.com
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PLANET 9:
AN INNOVATIVE APPROACH 

TO PRIVATE JET TRAVEL

Planet 9 Private Air is a global operator that specializes in the charter 

and management of large cabin, ultra-long range aircraft, including 

Gulfstream, Falcon and Bombardier Global models. The company 

distinguishes itself by building lasting personal relationships with 

their esteemed clientele and catering to travelers’ unique travel 

requirements. That means making an aircraft available when you 

need it, tailoring menus to your tastes, and providing extra touches 

like executive personal protection and accommodations for pets. 

Whether you’re planning a once-in-a-lifetime vacation or a routine 

business trip, Planet 9 curates unforgettable experiences that set a 

higher standard for private jet travel.

A Boutique Hotel in the Sky

Every aircraft in the Planet 9 fleet boasts a newly refurbished interior 

with elegant, understated details. Stepping onboard is like stepping 

into a sumptuous hotel room. Three-zone cabins with fully enclosed 

staterooms allow privacy and a place to rest your head on long-haul 

flights. Plush beds and premium bedding add sophisticated comfort. 

You’ll be served delicious meals sourced from local, organic, and 

non-GMO ingredients and prepared especially for you by flight 

attendants with training from the very best culinary institutes. 

Request your favorite wine, spirit, or cocktail — the attendants will 

gladly supply whatever your heart desires.  

AVIATION

85The Art of LuxuryIssue 46 2021

Safety & Reliability That Never Waver

From highly trained technicians to tri-engine aircraft, safety is 

at the heart of Planet 9’s operations. In fact, the company has 

received Wyvern Wingman and Argus Platinum rating and IS-

BAO stage 2 certification, demonstrating a high commitment to 

providing travelers with peace of mind. All members of Planet 9’s 

team — including the seasoned senior management team, pilots 

and cabin crews — make passengers’ safety and wellbeing the 

highest priority.  

A Greener Flying Experience

Fuel-efficient aircraft, a carbon offsetting program, and ongoing 

efforts to reduce plastic waste onboard are just a few of the ways 

that Planet 9 makes traveling by private jet more sustainable. 

Savor the splendor of our marvelous planet while helping to 

support efforts to preserve its ecosystems. 

Contact: sales@flyplanet9.com or +1 855 629 9997 for a 
personalized quote or visit www.flyplanet9.com. 

AVIATION

Faster, More Flexible Travel

Traveling by private jet has a number of advantages for those eager 

to arrive to their destinations without delay. Planet 9’s fleet travels 

at faster speeds than commercial jets and at higher elevations that 

see less air traffic and turbulence. With their on-demand services, no 

owner approval is required, resulting in more availability and quicker 

confirmation times, even at the last minute. 
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ANY PLANE. ANY TIME. 
ANY PLACE.

Leader in the Business Aviation Industry, specialised in the following 

activities: Charter Brokerage, Aircraft Management, Aircraft Sales & 

Acquisitions, and Design & Completion. 

With more than 20 years of experience, we always keep innovating 

to ensure the highest level of safety, quality and service for our 

customers. 

Our team of more than 650 dedicated employees based in our 11 

offices around the world is dedicated to delivering excellence at 

every touchpoint. 

With more than two decades of experience, our 24/7 dedicated 

brokerage team will find you the most competitive offers for your 

worldwide travel requirements. 

At Global Jet, our approach is quite simple: Select the best and most 

competitive plane for your flight. Service and quality being in our 

DNA, we pride ourselves to making your trip from A to B the easy, 

efficient and exceptional experience it should be. 

There for you 24/7, our global brokerage team will assist you with 

all your travel requirements. With thousands of charters to and from 

all points around the globe every year, our operation centre with 

its team of dispatchers and flight coordinators focuses unrivalled 

experience on ensuring you a safe and comfortable journey. 

We deliver an exceptional private jet experience with 

uncompromising attention to service, quality and safety.

Visit Global Jet’s website: GLOBALJETCONCEPT.COM

For your Charter requests: sales@globaljetconcept.com 
+41 22 939 30 85

For marketing inquiries: marketing@globaljetconcept.com

AVIATION

Jet Charter Brokers
Charter . Leasing . Sales

www.ewacharter.com+1.732.784.7710 fly@ewa-charter.com

http://GLOBALJETCONCEPT.COM
mailto:sales@globaljetconcept.com
mailto:marketing@globaljetconcept.com
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LAMBORGHINI 
LONDON

CELEBRATES DELIVERY OF 
TWO RARE LAMBORGHINI SIÁNS

The Sián is the most powerful and fastest accelerating Lamborghini 

ever produced, using a world-first hybrid supercapacitor powertrain, 

combining a 6.5-litre V12 engine with a 48-volt e-motor delivering 

a total of 819hp. The Sián accelerates from 0-62mph in just 2.8 

seconds with a top speed of over 217 mph.

Unlike traditional lithium-ion battery storage, which can be heavy 

and slow to charge, the Sián uses a lightweight supercapacitor 

that is fully charged every time the vehicle brakes. With the entire 

e-motor and supercapacitor system weighing in at just 34kg, it’s 

three times more powerful than a battery of the same weight and 

three times lighter than a battery storing the same power.   

With its carbon-fiber monocoque, titanium intake valves, active 

aerodynamics and rear-wheel steering, the Sián employs cutting-

edge technology everywhere —not only in the world’s first 

supercapacitor hybrid system. 

Each of the 63 Siáns will be individually styled by their owners in 

conjunction with Lamborghini’s design centre and Ad Personam 

personalisation department and the first two Lamborghini London 

customers have opted for contrasting personalities. The lighter of 

the two is finished in a Grigio Nimbus with exposed carbon weave 

roof and Rosso Mars accents, complemented by a Nero Ade interior 

with Rosso Alala contrasts.

AUTOMOTIVE
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The darker Sián has been personalised with Nero Helene 

bodywork set off by exposed carbon fibre on the bonnet, front 

lamp inserts fenders and engine cover. Additional highlights 

are finished in Oro Electrum, which is also used within the alloy 

wheels, themselves set within bespoke Pirelli tyres, with white 

detailing. The interior mirrors the striking bodywork, with Nero 

Ade base leather and Oro Electrum stitching and highlights. 

AUTOMOTIVE

Lamborghini London is one of four H.R. Owen Lamborghini 

showrooms; London, Pangbourne, Manchester and Hatfield. Each 

delivers the world-class service and sales that are hallmarks of the 

Lamborghini and H.R. Owen brands.  Lamborghini London has 

consistently been the UK’s most successful Lamborghini showroom 

in terms of sales numbers since it opened in 1999. 

www.hrowen.co.uk
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80,000 
INDIVIDUAL EXAMPLES 

OF THE CONTINENTAL GT

In 1952, the Bentley R-Type Continental made its debut; a Mulliner-

bodied coupe with a top speed of just less than 120 mph. It was 

the fastest four-seater car in the world and very quickly earned a 

reputation as the ultimate in high-speed luxury. 

In 2003, the Continental GT was launched – the first car of the 

modern Bentley era. Inspired by the R-Type, the first Continental GT 

established an entirely new market segment – the modern luxury 

Grand Tourer. Ever since, it has been the unchallenged benchmark 

for the sector that it founded, with an average of nearly 5,000 

examples a year being delivered to customers around the world.

Today, eighteen years later, Bentley’s skilled craftspeople – many of 

whom will have worked on the very first example of the Continental 

GT (still owned by Bentley) – have handcrafted the 80,000th car. 

Over this period the style, technology and engineering beneath the 

car has evolved significantly, seeing an increase of up to 27 per cent 

in peak power, whilst models within the range have also achieved 

a reduction over the original Continental GT of 48 per cent in CO2 

emissions. 

Bentley’s Chairman and Chief Executive, Adrian Hallmark, 

comments: “At its launch in 2003, Bentley redefined the modern 

grand tourer with the revolutionary Continental GT. Now in 2021, the 

GT continues to be the ultimate luxury grand tourer, encompassing 

the latest technology, performance and style. This success is a 

testament to the skills of our designers, engineers and craftspeople 

here in Crewe.
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“I had the pleasure of launching the original GT in 2003 in my 

first stint at Bentley, and being here for the launch of the latest 

generation – and the iterations that have followed – has been 

a source of great pride for me personally. It will continue to 

be the iconic backbone of the Bentley business for years to 

come, even as we transition to the world’s leading provider of 

sustainable luxury mobility.”

The platform beneath the car was upgraded to a Bentley 

design for the third generation, allowing a totally new stance, 

proportions and levels of dynamic ability that raised the bar 

again. Wrapped in a totally new bodywork design, with sharper 

lines and more flowing surfaces, the Continental GT remains a 

stylish and thoroughly contemporary grand tourer.

A statement of true luxury, the third generation Continental 

GT represents the pinnacle of Bentley’s two-door design and 

engineering achievements. Effortlessly elegant and more 

sculpted and sharply defined, the body and materials combine 

to create truly breath-taking cars.

With a choice of powertrains, one of the most extensive colour 

palettes in the world and with almost limitless interior options, 

unique configurations can run into billions of variations. 

Indeed, there are currently a total of 17 billion ways in which 

a customer can specify a Continental GT. Beyond that, 

through the services of Bentley Mulliner – Bentley’s in-house 

bespoke division – the only limitation is the imagination of 

the customer. Owning a Continental GT guarantees both 

individuality and exclusivity, despite being part of a family now 

80,000 strong.

The 80,000th vehicle is an eye catching Continental GT 

V8 in Orange Flame, finished with the optional Blackline 

Specification and Styling Specification, both adding to the car’s 

presence and hinting at the GT’s performance credentials.

A Family Gathering to Celebrate

To mark the production milestone, Bentley drew on its heritage fleet to 

show the evolution and achievements of the Continental GT since 2003.

Marking the car through its generations were:

• The very first production Continental GT, VIN 0001, still a taxed-and-

tested car on Bentley’s fleet

• A Continental Supersports coupe, considered by many to be the 

pinnacle of the first generation GT family

• A second generation Continental GT V8 S coupe, finished in Jetstream

• From the current press fleet, a Dragon Red Continental GT Convertible

The Continental GT has also supported Bentley’s long tradition of racing 

and record breaking that started in the 1920s when the Bentley Boys 

set the pace at European circuits. In 1922, John Duff drove his Bentley 3 

Litre single handed for 24 hours, at an average speed of almost 87 mph 

at Brooklands to secure 39 Class D records. And in 1928, another 3 Litre 

driven by Dudley Froy became the first car to achieve more than 115 

mph over a distance of 100 miles at the same venue. 

To mark recent achievements, the line-up was joined by some of 
the most exciting performance-focused Continental GTs:

• The first Ice Speed Record GT, driven by four-times World Rally 

Champion Juha Kankkunen, which smashed the world ice speed 

record in 2007, reaching an average speed of 199.86 mph (321.65 

km/h) on frozen sea off the coast of Finland. 

• The first-generation Continental GT3 racecar, that returned Bentley 

to winning ways on the racetrack in 2014 and secured victories on 

tracks all around the world

• The 2019 Pikes Peak GT, which still holds the Production Class record 

at the Pikes Peak International Hill Climb. Driven by three-time 

champion Rhys Millen, the car took 8.4 seconds off the previous 

record along the 12.42-mile course, climbing 5,000 ft through 156 

bends in just 10 minutes, 18.4 seconds.

• The 2020 Ice Race GT, which took part in the GP Ice Race at Zell 

Am See in February last year on the same weekend that the final 

member of the line-up – the latest-generation Continental GT3 – 

won the Bathurst 12 Hour in Australia. 

After 18 years and three generations, the Continental GT is still the 

quintessential grand tourer – phenomenally powerful, beautifully 

designed and exquisitely crafted.

www.bentley.co.uk
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GOODWOOD’S 
MOTORSPORT EVENT TICKETS 
GO ON SALE TO PUBLIC 

Goodwood is delighted to announce that tickets for its three 
flagship motorsport events - the 78th Members’ Meeting, the 
Festival of Speed presented by Mastercard, and the Revival –  
are now on sale at goodwood.com  

Goodwood continues to work closely with Public Health England 

and UK Government advisory groups, and all the events will be run 

strictly in accordance with the Government’s Covid-19 guidelines 

on social distancing in place at the time. Goodwood’s number one 

priority is the safety and wellbeing of everyone involved, whether 

working behind-the-scenes, at the wheel, or attending the spectacle. 

Plans for ensuring this, while still maintaining the atmosphere 

and excitement that characterises Goodwood’s events, are well 

advanced, and spectators will find even more to enjoy in 2021.  

Such is the affection of motorsport fans towards Goodwood’s events 

that many elected to carry their 2020 tickets forward to 2021. There 

has also been high demand for new purchases by Goodwood Road 

Racing Club members and the Fellowship, in their exclusive sales 

window over the last two weeks. Consequently, tickets for all three 

events are already in very short supply. 

Where needed, Goodwood has reduced the number of people 

present on-site by an appropriate percentage to allow for social 

distancing, which will be regularly reviewed and adjusted in line 

with the latest official guidance, closer to the event. This is across 

all aspects of the event including enclosures, customers, suppliers, 

staff and technical teams.

Goodwood is looking forward to welcoming spectators back later 

this year, and wants customers to be able to book with confidence. 

The pandemic is an ever-changing situation, and if it is deemed 

that Goodwood events cannot take place on advice from the UK 

Government, the ‘Ticket Guarantee’ means customers can transfer 

their ticket to the following year or receive a full refund.

Rolled over tickets:

•  Festival of Speed and Goodwood Revival customers who have 

rolled over their 2020 tickets to 2021, will receive new tickets 

ahead of the event. 2020 tickets will no longer be valid. 

•  Members’ Meeting customers who rolled their tickets over from 

2020 to 2021, will use their existing 2020 tickets, which will 

remain valid. New tickets will not be issued. 

•  Young Persons tickets will be honoured if the holder has turned 

22 years old.

Those who have requested that their tickets be sent via post, 

should be aware that tickets can arrive up to five days before 

the event with Goodwood’s post and signed for courier services. 

Customers whose contact details have changed since they first 

booked their tickets should contact Goodwood’s Ticket Office on 

01243 755055, to ensure that their new tickets are dispatched to 

the correct address.

Event dates:

•  78th Members’ Meeting: Saturday 15th & Sunday 16th May 2021

•  Festival of Speed: Thursday 8th – Sunday 11th July 2021

•  Goodwood Revival: Friday 17th – Sunday 19th September 2021

goodwood.com

AUTOMOTIVE
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THE KENSINGTON 
CIGAR SHOP

Steep into the world of Luxury Cigars. The Kensington Cigar Shop 

is located in the heart of Kensington Church Street. It is a historical 

part of London renowned for its fine dining establishments, antique 

shops, artesian food hubs and wine merchants and now a premium 

Cigar Shop.

We opened our doors mid 2017 adding to the overall enchantment 

and uniqueness of the area. We offer a premium selection of Cuban 

cigars, including Regional Edition from round the world, Limited 

Edition cigars, Havana Book Collection, and accessories. 

in the heart of Kensington Church Street

The Shop opens at 10am with a warm welcome of our expert 

cigar specialist throughout the day. The clients can expect a wide 

range of Cuban cigars catered to every taste and desire. Our cigar 

expert will guide you through the journey of the cigar history and 

taste palate. Whether you are new to the world of cigars or an avid 

aficionado, our cigar experts are always ready to help you find your 

unique blend. Our shop stocks most of the premium cigar brands, 

including Cohiba, Montecristo, Partagas, Trinidad, Romeo y Julieta, 

H. Upmann and El Septimos (from Costa Rica) and many more.

We look forward to welcoming you to the Kensington Cigar Shop.

C I G A R S
IN THE HEART OF KENSINGTON

O P E N I N G  H O U R S 
Monday-Friday: 10am–8pm  |  Saturday-Sunday: 10am–6pm

C O N T A C T 
The Kensington Cigar Shop 

148 Kensington Church Street, Kensington, London W8 4BN

0 2 0  7 2 4 3  5 5 9 9   |  i n f o @ k e n s i n g t o n c i g a r s . c o . u k

w w w . k e n s i n g t o n c i g a r s h o p . c o . u k

  kensington_cigar_shop
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CHANGING THE CHOCOLATE 
INDUSTRY FOR GOOD,

ONE BITE AT A TIME

Cartografie launches its first independent East London 
chocolate studio and online shop

Cartografie is a brand-new chocolate company with a conscience; 

not only does it produce Michelin-star quality handmade single 

origin chocolates, it also cares deeply about sustainability, 

biodiversity, and ethics.

Amidst the 2020 summer of Lockdown 1.0, Kae Shibata, ex-Pastry 

Chef at The Ritz, and Sven-Hanson Britt, Winner of Masterchef 

The Professionals – The Rematch 2019, found that the restaurant 

industry came to a grinding halt and they were both left without 

jobs. 

With a passion for premium chocolate and a desire to change the 

industry for the better, they began sourcing the very best cocoa 

beans and produced boxes of beautifully handcrafted pralines and 

bon-bons and sold them through their social media platforms. 

Knowing too well the disastrous effects the chocolate industry 

FOOD & DRINK

has had on the environment and the people of the cocoa origin 

countries, they made it their mission to only source from ethically-

minded suppliers who could guarantee a level of provenance and 

traceability that matched their ethos. They sold out every single 

batch and the positive feedback kept rolling in. 

Daniela Nunzi-Mihranian, Founder and Executive Creative Director 

of the award-winning design agency Studio Minerva, tasted the 

products and spotted an opportunity to create a powerful brand 

with meaning. Daniela’s unrivalled talent for creating ‘purposeful 

and beautiful’ design combined with Sven and Kae’s world-class 

products, resulted in the co-creation of Cartografie – an ethical and 

premium chocolate brand. 

As cartographers of taste, the team are producing exquisite 

chocolate stories for a truly transportive experience. They believe 

that ‘what grows together, goes together’ and are venturing to 

uncharted territories of taste, sourcing the finest ingredients from 

the 20 degrees either side of the equator  where cocoa beans ripen. 

Leading female pastry chef, and her celebrity chef partner,  
launch premium chocolate brand with ethics at the core
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They are also dedicated to fighting the existential crisis within the 

industry; every-day commodity chocolate on our supermarket 

shelves often has links with slavery, child labour and extortion 

and macro-environmental issues including deforestation and 

destruction of biodiversity of important cocoa growing ecosystems. 

Further to this, there is real risk to cocoa varieties losing the rare and 

unique flavours they contain because of choices to rip up heritage 

varieties in place of easier to grow or faster growing crops. Proudly a 

zero-food waste company, Cartografie is committed to encouraging 

biodiversity, supporting equality, eliminating food waste and 

drastically cutting down their carbon footprint through their recipes 

and actions. The founders pledge to limit their use of anything non-

recyclable or biodegradable in their packaging, processing and shop, 

and consciously only work with farmers and suppliers who fit their 

ethos of food production.  

Every Cartografie product is made by Kae and her team at their 

chocolate studio at London City Island, where people can witness 

the chocolate being handcrafted and purchase there and then, 

literally fresh from the expert chocolatiers. Unlike competitors, 

Cartografie’s focus is not on bean to bar, instead they bring in a 

delicious, established, single-origin couverture and turn it into the 

perfect box of chocolates.

FOOD & DRINK

Their portfolio includes the Purity range; a selection of wafer-

thin discs with a touch of sea salt made from their single origin 

couverture and their Cartografie range; a signature selection of 

filled handmade chocolates flavoured with their unique water 

based ganaches and caramels. Having access to the world’s best 

couvertures means their flavours are as diverse and exciting as the 

various countries they source from.

Kae Shibata, Co-Founder and Master Chocolatier of Cartografie, says: 

“Our goal is to offer ethically minded consumers, who care about the 

provenance and sustainability of produce, the opportunity to enjoy 

beautiful and delicious chocolates that have a positive effect on all 

of the above issues. We’re a family company and if we want to pass 

this planet onto our children then we need to leave it in a better way 

than when we found it.”

Products can be purchased at www.cartografiechocolate.com or 
visit @cartografiechocolate on Instagram. 

Prices: Purity range: Box of 4 - £9 / Box of 8 - £14.  
Cartografie range: Box of 4 - £16 / Box of 8 - £24.
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CHANGING THE CHOCOLATE 
INDUSTRY FOR GOOD,

ONE BITE AT A TIME

Cartografie launches its first independent East London 
chocolate studio and online shop

Cartografie is a brand-new chocolate company with a conscience; 

not only does it produce Michelin-star quality handmade single 

origin chocolates, it also cares deeply about sustainability, 

biodiversity, and ethics.

Amidst the 2020 summer of Lockdown 1.0, Kae Shibata, ex-Pastry 

Chef at The Ritz, and Sven-Hanson Britt, Winner of Masterchef 

The Professionals – The Rematch 2019, found that the restaurant 

industry came to a grinding halt and they were both left without 

jobs. 

With a passion for premium chocolate and a desire to change the 

industry for the better, they began sourcing the very best cocoa 

beans and produced boxes of beautifully handcrafted pralines and 

bon-bons and sold them through their social media platforms. 

Knowing too well the disastrous effects the chocolate industry 

FOOD & DRINK

has had on the environment and the people of the cocoa origin 

countries, they made it their mission to only source from ethically-

minded suppliers who could guarantee a level of provenance and 

traceability that matched their ethos. They sold out every single 

batch and the positive feedback kept rolling in. 

Daniela Nunzi-Mihranian, Founder and Executive Creative Director 

of the award-winning design agency Studio Minerva, tasted the 

products and spotted an opportunity to create a powerful brand 

with meaning. Daniela’s unrivalled talent for creating ‘purposeful 

and beautiful’ design combined with Sven and Kae’s world-class 

products, resulted in the co-creation of Cartografie – an ethical and 

premium chocolate brand. 

As cartographers of taste, the team are producing exquisite 

chocolate stories for a truly transportive experience. They believe 

that ‘what grows together, goes together’ and are venturing to 

uncharted territories of taste, sourcing the finest ingredients from 

the 20 degrees either side of the equator  where cocoa beans ripen. 

Leading female pastry chef, and her celebrity chef partner,  
launch premium chocolate brand with ethics at the core
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They are also dedicated to fighting the existential crisis within the 

industry; every-day commodity chocolate on our supermarket 

shelves often has links with slavery, child labour and extortion 

and macro-environmental issues including deforestation and 

destruction of biodiversity of important cocoa growing ecosystems. 

Further to this, there is real risk to cocoa varieties losing the rare and 

unique flavours they contain because of choices to rip up heritage 

varieties in place of easier to grow or faster growing crops. Proudly a 

zero-food waste company, Cartografie is committed to encouraging 

biodiversity, supporting equality, eliminating food waste and 

drastically cutting down their carbon footprint through their recipes 

and actions. The founders pledge to limit their use of anything non-

recyclable or biodegradable in their packaging, processing and shop, 

and consciously only work with farmers and suppliers who fit their 

ethos of food production.  

Every Cartografie product is made by Kae and her team at their 

chocolate studio at London City Island, where people can witness 

the chocolate being handcrafted and purchase there and then, 

literally fresh from the expert chocolatiers. Unlike competitors, 

Cartografie’s focus is not on bean to bar, instead they bring in a 

delicious, established, single-origin couverture and turn it into the 

perfect box of chocolates.

FOOD & DRINK

Their portfolio includes the Purity range; a selection of wafer-

thin discs with a touch of sea salt made from their single origin 

couverture and their Cartografie range; a signature selection of 

filled handmade chocolates flavoured with their unique water 

based ganaches and caramels. Having access to the world’s best 

couvertures means their flavours are as diverse and exciting as the 

various countries they source from.

Kae Shibata, Co-Founder and Master Chocolatier of Cartografie, says: 

“Our goal is to offer ethically minded consumers, who care about the 

provenance and sustainability of produce, the opportunity to enjoy 

beautiful and delicious chocolates that have a positive effect on all 

of the above issues. We’re a family company and if we want to pass 

this planet onto our children then we need to leave it in a better way 

than when we found it.”

Products can be purchased at www.cartografiechocolate.com or 
visit @cartografiechocolate on Instagram. 

Prices: Purity range: Box of 4 - £9 / Box of 8 - £14.  
Cartografie range: Box of 4 - £16 / Box of 8 - £24.

http://www.cartografiechocolate.com
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24 CARAT GIN

To celebrate this momentous 2020 Rolls-Royce Ghost launch 24 

Carat Gin was commissioned to provide limited edition bottles to 

mark the special occasion. As the Rolls-Royce Ghost will continue 

to underpin the marque’s success in its home market by standing 

as the ultimate reward for the men and women who drive Britain’s 

vibrant culture of entrepreneurship, a partnership with a British, 

handcrafted gin seemed only natural. The one of a kind 24 Carat 

Gin Rolls Royce bottles were personalised and numbered. Distilled 

with 18 Oz gold and 24 Carat gold bars making it the smoothest gin 

on the market and the drink of choice for the luxury consumer. With 

this in mind customers buying the new Ghost will receive a bottle of 

24 Carat Gin with their purchase, cementing 24 Carat’s status as the 

Rolls-Royce of gins.

24 Carat Gin has no intention of being just another alcoholic 

beverage on sale; the purpose is to develop a complete sensory 

experience around the product, as well as to elevate it to the status 

of an opulent and exclusive lifestyle standard.

Some things cannot be bought with money. Love, passion or 

elegance are vital factors that motivate the lives of our consumers, 

and that is exactly what we want to deliver to them as a dilution of 

our gin. For sure, if you pay attention, among the pure liquid gold 

suspended in the bottle, you can notice reflections of the love and 

commitment that all our team puts in achieving a luxury experience 

that cannot be found in any other product.

FOOD & DRINK

We want to unleash a social phenomenon on the Internet, that 

everyone with a desire for elegance, success or reputation wants to 

be part of the select club of consumers of 24 Carat Gin.

“Our goal is clear: to revolutionise the luxury beverage market. 

We are not putting a golden drink on sale. We are going to offer a 

complete golden experience.”

When you first unwrap a bottle of 24 Carat Gin, you can smell and 

feel the passion and devotion with which it has been carefully 

designed and manufactured. To polish every bottle we deliver to our 

customers, we need more than 120 hours of work and refinement.

This laborious process is carried out in a secret location in the United 

Kingdom, giving it our most refined British touch, accompanied by 

the supreme quality that is the fruit of the exquisite precision and 

exotic artistic inspiration with which our entire crew works.

24 Carat Gin has in its aromas a balanced mix of cardamom, anise 

seed, sarsaparilla, juniper, coriander, French lavender and two 

different kinds of orange peel. Once we have achieved the perfect 

combination in our workshop, they are positioned in nylon sacks 

and suspended in a pure, neutral grain spirit and stay in our tanks for 

18 quiet hours in a maceration process under supervision.

www.24caratgin.com

A gin that is infused with real gold that retails for £1200 a bottle
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